


• FLOAT: - (Cantonese; Fou)
The sudden release of force, explosive energy, which is capable of bounc-
ing the opponent away in full weight. Skillfully applied the opponent will 
feel as if afl oat on water and will be easily thrown aside. This is similar to 
“peng” or ward off in Taichi or I Chuan (dachengquan).   This is expressed 
as fi c/ping shu in training. It is the double bridge like an insect fl icks both 
arms upward, This is fl oat. Found initially in the movements of ping / fi c 
shu.

Cheun
Drill • Coil

Jin
Scissor • Shear

Jeet
Saw • Slice

Kao
Hook • Pluck

Hut Yee Sao
Double Begging hands

X2

Wa Tzai Ku
Legs like a Frog

Sao Kai Boi
Round the Back

Ding Bot Ding
Not Peigion Toed

Bot Bo Bot
Not Splayed out

Tang Han
Swallow the Chest

Dieu Tong
Pull up Tail Bone

Tai Gong
Straight Up

Jahng Dai Lik
Elbow Drop Power

Hands @ Heart
Back to Back,

Heart to Heart,
If you don’t come,

I won’t start!

Attack!
If you Attack,
I Intercept &

Attack Continuously!Nei Bot Lai
You Don’t Advance!

Wo Bot Fot
I Don’t Attack!

Nei Yu Lai
You Start First!

Wo Shin Fot
I Strike & Finish You!

• SINK - (Cantonese; Chum)
Chum is more diffi cult to master because it depends on one’s natural abil-
ity to learn to relax and use “feeling” or to perceive the opponent’s exer-
tion of force. He who has mastered this is capable of rendering his oppo-
nent completely immobile, thus putting him under absolute control. 
This key to power is cultivated through Jahng Dai Lik (Elbow sinking 
power). When the opponent moves, one simply sinks the center into him. 
This is trained in the form sombogin.
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I Strike & Finish You!

• SWALLOW - (Cantonese; Tun)
The exertion of fl exible force, usually in circular or spherical manner, so 
that you intercept the opponent’s blow by causing it slide and fall into 
emptiness missing the target, rather than intercepting it by force against 
force. This is practiced in all mantis hands.  
(Example: gop shu, bot-hop shu)
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• SPIT - (Cantonese; Tou)
This principle embodies being able to discharge a strike any way possible; 
to strike using the borrowed force of the opponent; to strike in such a way 
that the opponent feels the simultaneous actions of swallow, spit, sink & 
fl oat in one strike. 

If skillfully applied some say this feels like the opponent is being shocked 
by electricity or permeated by a shockwave of expansive force. 
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Secret of Say Ging Gong
“The 4 Energies Method”

Say Ging Gong
“The 4 Energies Method”

Say Ging Gong
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Say Noi Biu Ging: The Four Internally-Sup-
ported Expulsive Forces
 Tun, literally meaning to swallow, redirects an 
opponent’s incoming force into the ground. In 
essence, the practitioner grounds the energy of 
an attack with this action. 
Tou, or to spit, corresponds to an outward 
release of force away from the body. Typically, 
tun complements tou as a kinetic pair. 
Fou, to fl oat, is an uprooting force that disrupts 
and displaces the opponent’s foundation. This 
enables the practitioner to take advantage of 
the adversary’s vulnerable state. 

On the other hand, Chum, a sinking action, 
bears weight onto the opponent in a suppress-
ing manner. Again, this provides the practitio-
ner the opportunity to capitalize on the adver-
sary’s submissive state.  
The Principles of Tan, Tou, Fau, Cham are 
found in virtually all Southern Chinese martial 
arts and their combative interpretation can 
range from isolated to integrated actions. Some 
styles translate this formula as an expression of 
the extremities, such as hand techniques, swal-
lowing, releasing, raising, or pressuring the 
limbs of an opponent’s attacks. 

(Say Ging)

4 Energies



Types of Ging Power

• Look Ging Hop Yat - “6 Directional Powers”:
forward/backward, upward/downward, left/right.  This embodies the 
potential vector of directional force from which the body can deploy 
power. It is part of every motion and refers to the motion of the force.

• Siu Sup Ji Ging - “Small Cross Pattern Power”:
The power in the joints of the arms and legs like the wrist, elbow, etc. 
Because the joints don’t move out but they can be dislocated they 
contribute to the forward/backward element of “Lok Ging”. This power 
is from pulling the tendons. Oblique Aduction & Abduction power.

• Dai Sup Ji Ging - “Large Cross Pattern Power”:
This is the power of the cross section of the body- shoulder to shoulder 
pulling the horizontal tendons of the chest, and pelvis to rib cage pull-
ing the vertical tendons of the abdomen.  Parallel Aduction & Abduc-
tion power.

• Sow Kai Bui - “Round the Back”:
This is the power of Rounding and charging the Back with Potential 
kinetic power.  The leverage piovts for this power are localized in the 
action of the Scapula gate directly below the seventh cervical vertebra.
The Mechanical action of this power is from the wrapping forward of 
the tendons and muscles.  Parallel Aduction & Abduction power.

• Gwun Ging - “Rolling Power”: 
a part of “Fan Ging” (dividing or disrupting power). This force is basi-
cally used when a bridge is involved. It rises while moving forward 
then drops. This power redirects oncoming force and crashes it in a 
forward coiling motion.

• Chum Ging: “Heavy Sinking and sticky power.”:“Heavy Sinking and sticky power.”:“Heavy Sinking
The achievement of this stage is the Iron body and unifi ed combat 
frame.  • Bik Ging: Jamming forward power.



• Dip Gwat Ging - “Rib Bone Compression Power”:
The power cultivated in the compression of the Rib bones, Latissimus 
muscles, Back (trapezius & scapula) etc. This element of movement 
contributes to the forward/backward element of “Lok Ging”. This pow-
er cultivation also strengthens the body’s Golden bell aka Golden bell aka Golden bell Iron Shirt.

• Jang Dai Lik Ging - “Elbow Sinking Power”:
This is the power generated through the partnership of gravity and your 
intent to relax and sink with the elbow.  The effect of gravity’s pull on 
the Elbow acts not only to stablize the movements and Ging produced 
by the arm but also to unite the body’s frame over time.

• Sing Ging: “A light, Floatinglight, Floatinglight  and uprooting power”., Floating and uprooting power”., Floating
This leaves the opponent feeling that he can not root himself properly 
and that you provide not a hint of leverage for him. At this stage, you 
have full command of your body.

• Sai Dong Ging - “Forceful Swaying Power”:
This is a shaky power like in Chen Taiji. This ging can be done in suc-
cession. “Sai Dong Ging” is the machine gun fi ring in smooth con-“Sai Dong Ging” is the machine gun fi ring in smooth con-“Sai Dong Ging”
tinuous bursts at the opposite of Gang ging which is singular/mono.   Gang ging which is singular/mono.   Gang ging
Some also distinguished several stages of development such as; Jik 
(straight), Chum (sink), Sing (elevate) Gang (Shock).

• Jik Ging: “Direct Forward Expelling/Discharging Power.”
In Attacking one forges ahead never to back out. At the accomplish-
ment of this stage, techniques are clean and crisp.  This ging can be 
done in succession.  It charges on Ruthlessly & Relentlessly.



Gang Ging
(Neck Power(Neck Power( )Neck Power)Neck Power

Bok Ging
(Shoulder(Shoulder(  PowerShoulder PowerShoulder ) Power) Power

Kiu Sao Ging
(Arm/Bridge Hand(Arm/Bridge Hand(  PowerArm/Bridge Hand PowerArm/Bridge Hand ) Power) Power

Fook Ging
(S(S( tomach Power) Power) Power

Gerk Ging
(Leg & Foot(Leg & Foot(  PowerLeg & Foot PowerLeg & Foot ) Power) Power

• Yiu Ging - (Waist Power)Power)Power , 
This area, aside from being the center and seat 
of the Dan Tien, is also the gate that unites the 
structures of upper and lower body to direct 
and generate the body’s martial power.  The 5 
elemental mechanics of waist power are:
(1) Tun Yiu: - Folding waist,
(2) Tow Yiu: - Elongating waist,
(3) Leng Yiu: - Quick twist waist,
(4) Goo Yiu: - Stiff waist,
(5) Yiu Dai Sao: - Arm directed waist,



Bak Mei Principles and Concepts

• The Three Fundamental Fighting Shapes
(Saam Ying)
The three basic fi ghting shapes, or Saam 
Ying, defi ne the strategic body positioning 
that can be used to maximize attacks against 
an opponent. The three body shapes con-
cern the various angles of the body’s tactical 
line or “Seen Wai”.

Flat, (bin): refers to the  practitioner’s up-
right torso angled in the direction of an 
adversary in a face-to-face encounter. Some-
what similar to a boxer’s basic stance, the 
fl at shape minimizes the practitioner’s expo-
sure of the middle gate guard while provid-
ing optimal leverage to defl ect an attack.

Bok, (thin): relates to a perpendicular posi-
tioning of the practitioner’s body as it faces 
an opponent. Rather than stand toe-to-toe 
against an opponent as in the fl at shape, the 
thin shape posture confronts the adversary 
on a profi le or side stance. 
In this posture, the thin midsection of the 
body only exposes the fl ank of the body 
which is guarded by both the positioning 
and techniques of the arms. The head in the 
upper gate faces the opponent, but is angled 
and tucked to minimize direct blows to the 
temple and throat.

Round, (yuhn): is the term used to describe 
the curves and arcs found particularly in the 
shoulder, back, and chest areas that form 
this upper body structure. 

This unique shape permits the contraction 
and expansion of the chest cavity combined 
with the sinking and rising motions of the 
abdominal area. In turn, these thoracic and 
hydraulic actions enable sei noi biu ging to sei noi biu ging to sei noi biu ging
execute the directional force of  techniques.

• Six points of power or 6 external pow-
ers: 
The six points of power are six body parts: 
teeth, neck, waist, back, hands and legs. 
These six points contribute to connecting 
the whole body. Every action needs the si-
multaneous production and combination of 
the six powers. And by using them in har-
mony a combined and explosive power can 
be focused into one point of attack.



• Four Dynamics or 4 internal powers 
(Say Ging): 
The Four Dynamics, Tun To Fau Chum 
means swallow, spit, fl oat, and sink. The 
idea of “tun” is to receive, to conserve. The 
idea of “To” is the opposite of “tun”. Usu-
ally Bak Mei practitioners present “tun to” in 
two different ways. 

The fi rst one is to apply “tun to” to body 
shape. So “tun to” can also be translated by 
shrinking and stretching. The second way 
is to consider only the air we breath. “Tun 
to” is then related to a breathing pattern 
( breathe in; breathe out, stop breath and 
press air down to tighten the abdomen.). 
“Tun to” is then translated by inhale and 
exhale. In both body shape and breathing, 
these concepts deal with generating power 
in a specifi c way. For Bak Mei practitioners, 
the bottom line is not to acquire force but to 
acquire power. 

That is the reason why Tun to Fau Chum is Tun to Fau Chum is T
considered as the core of Bak Mei kung fu. 
Acquiring explosive power in Bak Mei kung 
fu leads to work on tendons. The muscles 
have to be softened, hardened, shrunk and 
stretched. The spinal column is used in such 
a way that the back of a Bak Mei practitio-
ner looks hunched. The ribs also seem to 
contribute to the power generation. Tun to 
fau chum is the feature which make people 
say that Bak Mei is an internal style.

The main Attacking power is Geng Ging, 
The “Scared Power” Or “Shock Power. 
This concept is almost the trademark of 
Bak Mei kung fu. But there are two ways 
to describe it. The fi rst one is to bring out a 
power which is understood as a rapid con-
traction of the muscle. It is the same power 
that people get when suddenly scared. The 
second way is to see gang ging is the power 
which shakes up the opponent as if he gets 
scared or shocked.

For attack, the Bak Mei practitioner mainly 
uses: phoenix eye fi st, palm, tiger claw, fore-
arm, elbow and foot. For defence, he mainly 
uses slapping hand, curved wrist hand, grip-
ping hands, tiger claw, palm and forearm.
Actions of the hands are tight and close, 
elbows need to be sunk, and shoulders to be 
loose. The focus of the long hand action and 
short hand action is short or even none.

• Ma Gung and Sao Fot: 
Steps are performed very fast. Most of the 
actions are to be done by using one defen-
sive hand and one attacking hand at the 
same time. There are also some actions 
done by using both hands for defence or for 
attack. All actions must be fast and pow-
erful.   The way to move can be different 
according the different Bak Mei branches. It 
depends on the year when Cheung Lai Chun 
taught. Thus for those who learned during 
the early years of teaching (guangzhou, Viet-



nam), sets are performed with movements 
and stand more ample than during the late 
years of his teaching (Hong Kong). This is 
due to the adaptation of the style to smaller 
training places in Hong Kong and the ad-
vanced age of Cheung Lai Chun.

White Eyebrow Structure Maxims
• Diew Tong - “Pull Up the Tail Bone”
• Dip Gwat - “Press Down the Ribs”
• Sow Kai Bui - “Round the Back”
• Hut Yee Sao - “Hands Like a Begger”
• Wa Tzai Ku - “Legs like a Frog”
• Ding Bot Ding - “Stance not like 
T shaped character”
• Bot Bo Bot - “Stance not like / \ shaped 
character”
• Yat Fook Yee -  “One detains, traps two”
• Jahng Dai Lik - “Sink the Elbow Power”
• The Elbows should not be seen from the 
back.
• The Elbows must ALWAYS point down.ALWAYS point down.ALWAYS
• Hands don’t rise above the eyebrows or 
fall below the knees.
Float • Sink • Swallow • Spit in Float • Sink • Swallow • Spit in Float • Sink • Swallow • Spit Lik and 
Ging.  Basic attributes: balance, timing, 
speed, strength, and coordination

• Ma Gong-  “Stance 18 to 24 inches, Heel 
to Toe.” 70 percent of weight on the front 
foot 30 percent on back foot.

• Chin Gan Zwei - Lift a thousand pounds Chin Gan Zwei - Lift a thousand pounds Chin Gan Zwei
with one ounce.
• Gee Hon Hop Yit Da - Thought and action 
must be one.
• Chan Si Jing - Power must be like reeling 
silk - even and smooth, connected not bro-
ken from the heels to the hands
• Defl ect - Displace - DESTROY
Face Centerline & Jam Forward, Rooting, 
Attaching, Crossing The Bridge.

There Are Two Tactics About Stance & 
Facing The Opponent In Combat.
1.  Always remember - your centerline al-
ways faces the Attacker.  2.  Like a Coke can 
with a Pepsi can stacked on top.  The Pepsi 
can (upper body) may rotate while the Coke 
can (lower body) should not.  

Zhi Qiu Jing, Bu Qiu Duo - Strive to under-
stand Principle and concepts clearly rather 
than simply acquiring more techniques.

Xue Quan Gong, Jizhi Renshi - Study your 
techniques regarding how to develop REAL 
Martial Power, and refrain from simply 
acquiring more techniques for a bulk of 
knowledge.

Numerical Principles: 
1 Intent - 2 Doors - 3 Shapes - 4 Corners - 
5 Waist Powers, - 6 Directional powers - 
Up, Down, Left, Right & Center forward.
The Eight Actions - Baat Ging: (1) Bien 
(whipping), (2) Got (cutting), (3) Waan 
(pulling), (4) Jong (colliding), (5) Bik chung 
(charging), (6) Tan (springing, fl icking), (7) 
Sok (jolting), (8) Pun (revolving)

• Eight technique actions: (Baat Ging)(Baat Ging)(Baat Ging
The eight techniques are the eight major 
ways to use the hand, namely: Draw, Cut, 
Rope, Collide, Rush, Whip, Spring And 
Press

When techniques are executed, they employ 
a combination of eight actions as prescribed 
in the term Baat ging: 
(1) Bien (whipping), 
(2) Got (cutting), 
(3) Waan (pulling), 
(4) Jong (colliding), 
(5) Bik chung (charging), 
(6) Tan (springing, fl icking), 
(7) Sok (jolting), 
(8) Pun (revolving)



Each action is either coupled with a com-
plementary movement or executed with a 
reinforcing motion. 

Additionally, each set of extremities - the 
arms and legs which are supported by the 
interconnected zones of luk ging - maintains 
the capability of employing any combina-
tion of these eight actions within tech-
niques.

Bak Mei forms (Bak Mei proper)
Before following Buddist Monk Chuk Fai 
Wan to learn the Bak Mei kung fu, Cheung 
Lai Chuen learned from three masters of dif-
ferent styles. In order to memorialize them 
he adapted some of their sets but added the 
fundamental principles of the Bak Mei Clan 
in order to modify the usage of the waist 
and stances and the production of power 
theory.
Thus, among the Bak Mei program, the 
Original sets which were passed on by 
Monk Chuk fat Wan are:
- Jik Bo Biu Tse Kuen,
(Straight step thrust fi st)
- Gao Bo Toi Kuen,
(Nine step push fi st)
- Sup Bat Mor Kiu Kuen,
(18 Rubbing bridges fi st)

Usually, Bak Mei practitioners consider cer-
tain sets (Chik Bo Biu Tse Kuen, Gau Bo Toi 
Kuen, Sup Bart Mor Kiu Kuen and Mount 
Foo Chui Lum Kuen) as Bak Mei proper. 

The Four Sea’s

The Five Lakes



Luk Ging: The Six Zones of Martial 
Force Production
Ging refers to the totality of martial force 
while luk is typically associated with muscu-
lar intensity. The term ging is used to empha-
size the production, execution, and applica-
tion of integrated force. Luk ging, sei noi biu 
ging, and baat ging all incorporate the ex-
pression ging within their descriptions to ac-
centuate the relationship that these principles 
share within the process of issuing force.

The physical aspect of producing ging re-
quires that the network of 6 specifi c areas of 
the body act in unison. The Bak Mei stance, 
customarily known as ding bat ding, baat bo 
baat, is the foundation from which all tech-
niques are derived. The exact translation of 
this couplet is: not completely in the shape 
of the Chinese character for person and not 
completely in the shape of the character for 
the number eight - referring to the place-
ment of the feet and width of the legs. This 
principal position enables the practitioner 

to execute techniques with both stability 
and mobility. To ensure proper support, the 
practitioner’s weight is equally distributed 
between both legs, assisting the action of 
linking the muscles of the core, back, and 
chest to optimize faat ging  - the emitting 
force. 

Collectively, the waist and the core muscles 
known as yiu, in conjunction with the back, 
or bui, facilitate the mechanics of the upper 
body in this martial power circuit. As the ac-
tions of the trunk turn and torque, close and 
open, and compress and explode in unison, 
the force generated from these gestures trav-
els to the extremities known as sau, literally 
the hands, to be emitted in an effective and 
injurious manner. 

For the practitioner, this same damaging 
force is kept from causing personal harm to 
the practitioner when the neck - geng, and 
the teeth - nga, complete the physiological 
circuit responsible for the production of faat 



ging. These fi nal two areas are defi ned as 
critical components within luk ging due to 
their roles in securing an uninterrupted trans-
mission of force within the neck and skull 
when techniques are executed. It is essential 
that the teeth are clenched to stabilize the 
skull so that the force will be strengthened 
and reinforced throughout the entire body 
rather than dispersed and weakened through 
a sagging jaw.

Say Noi Biu Ging: The Four Internally-Sup-
ported Expulsive Forces
Defi ned as Say noi biu ging, literally the 
four internally-supported expulsive forces, 
the four characteristics are tan, tou, fau, and 
cham. Within this context, the internal aspect 
is addressed by the structurally integrated 
mechanics of luk ging. The issuing force as-
sumes a directional charge derived from the 
compressing and releasing dynamics of the 
waist, core muscles, and back. 

Tun, literally meaning to swallow, redi-
rects an opponent’s incoming force into the 
ground. In essence, the practitioner grounds 
the energy of an attack with this action. Tou,
or to spit, corresponds to an outward release 
of force away from the body. Typically, tun 
complements tou as a kinetic pair. Fou, to 
fl oat, is an uprooting force that disrupts and 
displaces the opponent’s foundation. This 
enables the practitioner to take advantage of 

the adversary’s vulnerable state. On the other 
hand, Chum, a sinking action, bears weight 
onto the opponent in a suppressing man-
ner. Again, this provides the practitioner the 
opportunity to capitalize on the adversary’s 
submissive state.

The concepts of Tan, Tou, Fau, Cham are 
found in many Southern Chinese martial arts 
and their combative interpretation can range 
from isolated to integrated actions. Some 
styles translate this formula as an expression 
of the extremities such as hand techniques 
swallowing, releasing, raising, or pressur-
ing the limbs of an opponent’s attacks. Oth-
ers view this concept as one arising from a 
holistic source based upon the principles of 
connected and coordinated movements rein-
forcing techniques. 

Shrimp back
The physical description of a practitioners 
stance that can be found in all southern box-
ing is known as Shrimp back or Dragon back.
This Shrimp back or Dragon back mechanicShrimp back or Dragon back mechanicShrimp back or Dragon back
highlights the integrated structure of the bod-
ies kinetic spring sections of Legs, Spine & 
arms.



The Four Sea’s

The Five Lakes

Bak Mei Salute - 
“From 5 Lakes And 4 Seas, All Men Are Brothers”

The Bak Mei salute is unique among the Martial arts of southern 
China if not the country as a whole.  Its initial outward structure 
is a juxtaposion of the classical salute found in other systems of 
boxing: in the classical salute, the right hand forms a fi st and the 
left hand a palm, whereas Bak Mei presents the opposite hand 
orientation. 

Another more political detail of the salutation is that of a right 
open hand on the left fi st which in Bak Mei means “from 5 lakes 
and 4 seas, all men are brothers”. This would have been a sym-
bol of loyalty to the Ming and the secret Hung Mun society that 
was created to overthrow the Qing dynasty.
What is clear is that Cheung Lai Chuen spread Bak Mei kung fu 
during the 20th century in Guangzhou, Macau, and Hong Kong. 
Then his disciples spread it further in Vietnam and England.

Many reason for this are often given, most of which focus on the 
aspects of political insugence. What is presented here, however, 
will focus solely on the structural mechanics that relate to Martial 
cultivation, Kinetic power generation, Nei Gung health practices, 
and far more that is generaly unknown or overlooked.

To begin with the Bak Mei salute is one of the most heavily 
encoded martial salute movements one can train, encompass-
ing not only the core fundamental energies of Float (Fou), Sink 
(Chum), Swallow (Tun) and Spit and Spit and (Tou),  but also the primary line 
facing and deployment structure neccesary for short shock power 
(Gok Ging).   The Bak Mei salute is a unique piece of Mass Mar-
tial communication, transmitting its knowledge to the dedicated 
initiate.

When posing the salute both hands convergr on the centerline 
right palm on top of the left fi st.  The hands begin to drop and 
arch to the left hip and assend up to the left nipple regine with 
the ulna and raidila bones of each arm facing the torso.



Bak Mei Salute -

The human body manifests bi-lateral cemetery, If equally divided in half from the top of 
your head to your groin you have two identical halves, as a result you also have a central 
axis or “center line” running through the body from top to bottom. axis or “center line” running through the body from top to bottom. axis or “center line”

This center line also represents the line of resistance that the body poses against gravi-
ties pull, the body is further divided into three primary kinetic springs, a kinetic spring
is much like a Bow, (Figure A) two of the three act as natural shock absorbers against 
gravity, the three springs of the body are the Legs, the Spine and the Arms.  

Relaxation is the most important factor in reaping the benefits of Standing Post exercis-
es, relaxation allows the following process to occur.  

This process over time transforms the practitioners spine structure from one that express-
es the shape of the letter S to one that expresses the shape of the letter C.

This level of trainig intergrates and unifies the lower lumbar section of the spine stucture 
with that of the upper cervical spine stucture.

(Figure A)







Bak Mei Fundamental form 
- Jik Bo
(Straight Step set)

Jik Bo Keun or the Straight step fi st is Straight step fi st is Straight step fi st
considered by White Eyebrow practi-White Eyebrow practi-White Eyebrow
tioners to be the most important form 
of the system.  This form is not only the 
beginning and the end of one’s training, 
it is the encapsulated culmination of the 
system’s knowledge, nei gung, and power 
cultivation method.  This form encom-
passes not only the core fundamentals of 
Float (Fou), Sink (Chum), Swallow (Tun)
and Spit (Tou) energy but also the prima-
ry line facing and deployment structure 
necessary for short shock power (Gok 
Ging).   

Tactically the Jik Bo Straight step form Straight step form Straight ste
cultivates not only a unique and uni-
fi ed discharge of power but a method of 
bridging that does not rely on classical 
sensitivity training to be effective. 
 This effective tactical detail is based on 
several facets of movement unique in 
structure to Bak Mei. In life when faced 
with a real attack there is no time at all 
to implement a self defense movement 
based on eye sight, purposely contrived 
line facing or an ABC fl ow of counters.  
Movements designed for effective self 
defense rely on two primary details to be 
effective. ONE is instantaneous adaptabil-
ity for endless applications and TWO is 
the ability to dischage POWER.

This begins First within the form when First within the form when First
one trains the hallmark salute of Bak Mei 
which focuses the discharge of power out 
from the bodies center through the trian-
gular displacement of the attackers force, 

coupled with forearm rotation and wrist 
fl exion at the salutes end.

Second are the protocols of movement Second are the protocols of movement Second
possible in the Jin Kiu Sao or Scissor 
Bridge hands.  This movement inge-
niously builds upon the salutation while 
adding vorticular wrist and forearm rota-
tion that expands outward in polarized 
palm positions at the apex of the shoul-
der line boundaries.  Once deployed the 
arms contract with the same spring power 
returning to a fortifi ed bridge arm guard 
on the centerline.  Now with a strong 
reinforced bai Jong guard the Bak Mei 
practitioner can execute the Third  tacti-
cal detail
The movement series known as Biu jee 
Jik Bien choi da strike or, Thrusting fi ngers 
straight whip strike punch movement.
Boxing Forms of other systems that share 
many Martial and Structural details are:



• Okinawan Karate - San Chein (3 Battles form)
• White Crane boxing - Som Cheih (3 Tensions form)
• Southern Praying Mantis - Som Bo Jin (3 Step Arrow form)
• Dragon Shape boxing - Sup Look Tong (16 Straight set)
The series of illustrations ABC show the most common variations in the bridge 
arm deployment and arm references found in the Jik Bo form. 
• Positions A - expresses a very tightly focused centerline guard and a bridge 
arm placement that rests along the centerline plane, that line which divides 
the body in two identical bi-symmetrical halves forming the tactical combat 
boundary. • Positions B - expresses a medium focused centerline guard and 
a bridge arm placement that rests along the mid centerline, that line which is 
found between the centerline and shoulder line boundary.
• Positions C -C -C  expresses a very wide centerline guard and a bridge arm 
placement that rests along the Shoulder line, that line which is found at the 
shoulder line boundary.

AA

BB

CC
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The Formula for Power in Southern 
Chinese  boxing

If we look at the body’s ability to produce 
power for striking, we can see that it is very 
important to access the body’s full mass. 
The body has three parts that can be used as 
kinetic springs—the legs, arms, and spine. In 
comparison to the legs and arms, the torso or 
spine contains the greatest amount of mass. 

In practically the same way a medieval 
catapult or French trebuchet utilizes a down-
ward, falling counterweight to generate 
its ballistic power, so too does this boxing 
method. It is through the fi rst two polarized 
energy extremes of fl oat and sink that this is 
accomplished.

Once the spring power systems of the stance 
(legs) and torso (spine) are linked through the 
rolled forward pelvic lift, it is time to unlock 
the power within the scapula gate.  The im-
age of a gate expresses an open and closed 
polarity. Similarly, the compound lever ac-
tion of the scapula, trapezius, and shoulder 
create an open and closed opposition. This is 
acoomplished within the two primary polar-
ized states of Retraction and Protraction. 

This very critical detail allows the practi-
tioner to access the body’s torso mass and 
deploy the resulting power in the six major 
ging directions. Through the act of rounding 

the back (Hom Hon and Tan Hang) and swal-
lowing the chest, the scapula bones become 
the source of and deployment point for the 
arms’ striking power. This action and detail 
of movement allows the practitioner FIRST to FIRST to FIRST
strike without the retraction of the arms that 
commonly occurs in other systems.  



It is a common practice in most systems to 
retract and withdraw the striking arm to wind 
up a punch. This winding-up motion con-
sumes time you do not have, opens vulner-
able space, and violates the core principle of 
“no retraction.” SECOND attacking motions 
are therefore no longer isolated strictly to 
movements initiated by the forearm, which 
would break the chain of power discharge.

THIRD, any rebound contact force from the 
attacker can be channeled and dissipated 
from the bridge arm contact through the 
spine, down the legs to the ground, away 
from the practitioner. 

Visualize for a moment the cross-bracing 
found in a child’s kite. Imagine a vertical 
axis (the spine) and a horizontal bracing axis 
that connects the shoulders, intersecting the 
vertical spine axis at the cervical vertebra C7. 
Now, just as with the kite, visualize a line, 
a string, a centerline plane extending from 
your center to the attacker. 

The next visualization will sound counter-
intuitive, but please keep an open mind. 
Imagine the above-mentioned cross-bracing 
structure in your body, facing the attacker 
squarely and contracting in a way that forces 
the intersection point of the two perpendicu-
lar lines out the back. When applied, this is 
the act of rounding the back that extends for-
ward and inward the ends of the cross-brac-
ing structure, which would discharge power 
down the centerline plane towards an attack-
er. If this is hard to imagine, picture the torso 
as the pocket of a slingshot, with the center 
of the pocket being at the point between the 
shoulder blades. 

When you round the back, it is like drawing 
back a slingshot, creating tension that can be 
released forward in an explosive manner. The 
force projected by the spinal kinetic spring is 
like the stone released from the slingshot.

Power through gravitys partnership
Since the beginning of our lives we as human 
beings have been acutely aware of the pres-
ence of gravity and since our early develop-
ment as children learning to crawl, to stand 
and then finally to walk, gravity has exerted a 
constant influence on our bodies. 

As a result we have each learned naturally to 
move to a great or lesser degree with gravity 
and to balance ourselves against it’s influ-
ence, in doing so over the years we also 
develop an inherent accumulation of body 
tension. This tension is the result of our bod-
ies constant attempt at structural self-correc-



tion against gravity and an individuals fluc-
tuating weight over time.  At some time you 
yourself may have noticed while out in public 
the wide variety of ways in which human 
beings walk, stand and move in their daily 
lives and depending on their body height, 
stature and weight, all cope differently with 
gravity’s pull. 

Having said this it is of utmost importance to 
be aware of gravity’s influence on our bod-
ies, especially when we consider the subjects 
of health and the martial arts.  Now many 
who read this will think, “That’s obvious, any 
idiot can see that gravity is a constant drag” 
(no humour intended), but what few consider 
and more often over look is how to correct 
or reestablish a position of perfect or near 
perfect balance with gravity and reduce if not 
eliminate the accumulated body tension we 
cling to in life.

There have been countless occasions through-
out my own martial training were I observed 
practitioners of various martial systems dili-
gently drilling their forms, basic fighting tools 
and two-man reaction drills with a uncon-
scious disregard for gravity’s affect on their 
structure, myself included. 

As a result many of them experienced joint 
pain to inflamed or torn muscles, back and 
neck pain the list goes on and on. However 
through my practice of Jongs or standing 
post exercises I have experienced not only a 
marvelous transformation in my health but I 
have also been able to augment my bodies 
structural strength and generate a fantastic  
release of relaxed power in my martial tech-
niques, it is my hope that the methods out-
lined in this volume can be of great benefit to 
those who wish to learn Jong postures first for 
the enhancement health and second for the 
development of your martial training. Zhan 
Zhuang in Mandarin and “Jong or Jom Jong 
in Cantonese” is a Chinese term referring to in Cantonese” is a Chinese term referring to in Cantonese”

a post or wooden stake planted in the earth, 
it is both a type of training device as well as 
a structural term for a method of Chi Gung 
(energy practice).   

Throughout the course of Standing post prac-
tice I will refer to the stationary position or 
postures used by the masters of the past to 
maintain optimum structural alignment with 
gravity for the purpose of maintaining optimal 
health as well as the generation of abundant 
martial Jing.

The human body manifests bi-lateral cemetry, 
If equally divided in half from the top of your 
head to your groin you have two identical 
halves, as a result you also have a central axis 
or “center line” running through the body 
from top to bottom. 

This center line also represents the line of 
resistance that the body poses against gravi-
ties pull, the body is further divided into three 
primary kinetic springs, a kinetic spring is 
much like a Bow, (Figure A) two of the three 
act as natural shock absorbers against gravity, 
the three springs of the body  are the Legs, 
the Spine and the Arms.  Relaxation is the 
most important factor in reaping the benefits 
of Standing Post exercises, relaxation allows 
the following process to occur.

(1) While standing relaxed in a jong posture
you begin to recalibrate the skeletal frame 
and the antagonistic tension in the body 
which is accomplished ironically by non-
action “Wu Wei”. This recalibration occurs 
between two different groups of muscles, 
these muscles are generally know by two dif-
ferent designations (A) Mobilizer muscles and 
(B) Stabilizer muscles.

Mobilizer muscles represent your major mus-
cle groups which generally contour the length 
of the bone, these muscles fatigue very easily, 
and have a heighten state of antagonistic ten-



sion throughout an individuals life one reason 
for this is that they are being over worked 
through the act of stabilizing the body against 
gravity. This has a number of detrimental 
effects on the body, two of the worst being 
the production of lactic acid in the blood and 
the consumption of oxygen and nutrients that 
the internal organs need for health.

Martial Manifestations
Now over the years I have read articles that 
discuss the health benefits of Standing medi-
tation Chi Gung and as a result the focus in 
this article is directly on the Structural bene-
fits that apply to the Martial Arts that one can 
acquire and refine through this practise.

First — Whole Body unity through relax-
ation, this entails the unified application of 
the bodies mass behind every movement that 
is made regardless of is martial application, 
wether for offense or defense the limbs of the 
body which on average weight 15 pounds 
will now have the support of the rest of the 
bodies mass.
Second — Whole Body unity supporting the 
arm Sphere curcumferense, When the first 
kinetic spring of the body (the Stance) and 
the Second kinetic spring (the Spine) are inte-
grated through the forward rolling, upward 
lift of the pelvis (to minimize the lordotic 
curvature of the lumbar spine) the Third 
kinetic spring of (the Arm Sphere) may begin 
being cultivated.

Third — The Structure of the Arm Sphere The Structure of the Arm Sphere T
curcumferense, raise the arms up in front 
of the chest palms facing slightly upwards, 
elbows relaxing downward and form the 
shape of a circle with the arms. When doing 
so make sure to adheir to the following 
guides, Arms are not to go higher than the 
eyebrows, Arms should not decend below the 
navel, Right arm stays on right side, Left arm 
stays on left side.

Now these are guides for a beginner or some-
one unfamiliar with this method, so that the 
following points may be expearenced.

(1) the Circular posture of the arms allows 
the one posing in to feel the center point at 
the heart of the Arm circle. Initially this is 
done with the focus being on a single circle 
for ease of learning, However each arm is an 
individual arm circle or more appropreately 
Arm Sphere.

(2) the Circular posture of the arms also 
allows the one posing in to feel the upper 
chest and trunk as the counter weight at the 
outer rear portion of the Arm circle curcum-
ference.

This allows the user to apply the trunk as the 
counter weight to force applied to any con-
tact point on the Arm cicle curcumference.
It should be noted that when the arms are 
posed in a circle the center point of that 
circle is acctually the Centeral Pivot Axis, and 
will extend farther from the body the farther 
the arms are extended.  

This Centeral Pivot Axis (which in the begin-
ing stages of training was referenced inside 
the body, extending between the Ba Hui 
point at the top of the head and the Doo Mai 
point at the genitals) now extends beyond the 
body as a virtual Axis around which the bod-
ies trunk mass orbits as a counter weight. 

This is only made possible through the for-
ward rolling, upward lift of the pelvis, to 
minimize the lordotic curvature of the lum-
bar spine in conjunction with pivoting on 
the bubbling well point in the foot.
It should be noted that when the arms are 
posed in a circle the center point of that 
circle is acctually the Centeral Pivot Axis, and 
will extend farther from the body the farther 
the arms are extended. 







Bak Mei Martial MaximsBak Mei Martial MaximsBak Mei

• Principle of 3D’s - 
Defl ect - Displace - Destroy
(Control at fi rst contact.)(Control at fi rst contact.)(

• Greet the Attacker with pain, Chase the 
Attacker with death.

• Go forward,  Penetrate and displace.

• Coordinate the hands and feet.  Movement 
is integrated & unifi ed.

• The Yin Yang power arc principle should 
be thoroughly understood.

• Simultaneous offense and defense,  use of-
fense as defense - Lin sil dai dar
A hand used for attack serves also to parry.

• Persistent attack will surely gain you entry. 
Staying on the defensive too long will surely 
get you into trouble.

• Cultivate & maintain a rooted pivot axis.

• Unite the three Kinetic springs of the Body 
- (Legs, Spine, Arms)

• Maintain a strong Triangular displacement 
bridge - (Som kwok kiu)

• Defend the 4 Gates - (Say Moon.)

• Kicking to the head is like punching to the 
foot.  Kicks lose nine times out of ten.

• The stance and steps are like a chariot, the 
hands are a onslaught of arrows.

• Never force an opening.  It must be de-
veloped & found through superior sticking 
& cultivated skill.  When the opportunity is 
there,  Your hands fi nd it through sensitive 
feeling and touch.

• During sticky hands practice, the hand 
which has entered beyond the elbow will 
win nine times out of ten.

• Do not follow, force, or butt against the 
opponent’s hands.

• Destroying the opponent’s center line will 
control his bridge.

• Avoid fl ying elbow disease (Fei Jang), Drop 
your elbows, relax & sink your shoulders.  
(Jang Dai Lik) Elbow sinking power makes 
all of Heaven submit.

• Drop Elbows to take the center.

• A raised elbow weakens the force.

• The elbow root must be strong, Then you 
can take on any attack. Sink the elbow and 
drop the shoulders; Guarding the centerline 
to protect both fl anks.

• If the opponent grasps your arm bridge, do 
not oppose him with brute force. Go with 
the opponent’s force and apply your Turning 
skills to control the situation. 

• The Say Ging “4 Energies” of Float, Sink, 
Swallow and Spit are the root of all skills.

• Go forward,  Execute 3 attacks together.

• Soft and relaxed strength will put your Op-
ponent in jeopardy.

• Techniques come from the center

• If you sense form/structure, ATTACK!
   If there is no form/structure, ATTACK!   
   When ATTACKING    When ATTACKING    When ATTAC cleave the center.

• Hold the head and neck straight, keep the 
tailbone tucked under,  stay alert.



• Flowery techniques (Moi Fa) should not be 
used in sticky hand practice.

• Sink the elbows, shoulders, & the waist.

• When pushing opponent’s elbow, beware    
    Of being pulled.

• Hands match hands, Kicks match kicks. 

• Jam opponent’s bridge. Bik Ging

• Create a bridge if opponent’s bridge is not 
present. 

• The thrusting and fast attacks are well 
suited for closing in.

• Eyes bright with courage can neutralize 
the situation. Eyes are level, looking straight 
ahead, and watching all directions.

• Pull in the chest, push out the upper back, 
and bring in the tail bone.

• Form a pyramid with the center of gravity 
in the center.

• Fists are placed in front of the Heart.

• Hold the head and neck straight and keep 
the spirit alert.

• Develop a good foundation for advanced 
techniques.

• Do not keep any bad habit.

• Movements are all practical and real; 
Thousands of variations can be used, aiming 
for practical use, not beauty.

• Jik Bo turns rocks into Gold bricks.

• Each movement must be packed into your 
Bone Marrow.

• Practice once a day, & you gain a Day.
Skip a Day and you will lose ten days.

• Strive to remain calm in the midst of mo-
tion; loosen up the muscles and relax the 
mind.

• When entering, dominate the outside top 
Bridge reference, to control the situation.

• Do not collide with a strong opponent; 
with a weak opponent use a direct frontal 
assault.

• A quick fi ght should be ended quickly; no 
delay can be allowed.

• Use the three joints of the arm to prevent 
entry by the opponent’s bridge; jam the 
opponent’s bridge to restrict his movement.

• Iron fi ngers can strike a vital point at once.

• The phoenix eye punch has no equal.

• Springy power and the extended arm are 
applied to close range.

• Power starts from the heart and shoots 
towards the centerline.

• Power can be released in the intended 
manner; use of the line and position will be 
proper and hard to defeat.

• There is no difference in who started to 
study fi rst; the one who achieves accom-
plishment is fi rst.

• When facing multiple opponents, it is easy 
to manage the situation.

• Learning the techniques without develop-
ing the skills will never bring any accom-
plishment.



• The ideal in Martial Arts is humanitarian-
ism. Accomplishment uses diligence as a 
goal.

• When Wrist touches Wrist, A kick does not 
miss.

• Power is generated from the joints.
   Strength originates from the heels.

• Store mental energy with the mind. Move 
chi with mental energy. Exert strength with 
chi. Generate power with strength..

• Know the difference between Yin and 
Yang, real and feigned. Take advantage of 
any available opportunity.

• Beware of brute strength when facing 
someone from the same style. 

• Principle of Triple A (AAA) - 
Acceptcceptc  - Adapt - Actcept - Adapt - Actcept

• In uniting the waist with the stance, power 
can be generated and directed anywhere.

• In a match do not expect any compassion.

• Grasping the throat is a ruthless technique. 
Once commenced, it cannot be stopped.

• Storing energy resembles pulling a bow. 
Releasing power is like shooting an arrow.

• Circular and straight accompany each 
other. Bent and straight complement one 
another.  Extreme softness enables one to be 
hard. Being extremely natural enables one to 
be agile.

• Direct the mind to store spirit, not chi, in 
the body. Otherwise it leads to sluggishness. 
No power is obtained when occupied with 
chi.

• Use alterations in stepping forward and 
backward. Hands and feet should be closely 
coordinated.

• Invisible posture. Invisible kick.

• As long as you are sticking to your oppo-
nent, you are unlikely to lose. A well trained 
waist can prevent loss of balance.

• Hand techniques must follow the Yin Yang 
principle. Strength must be applied with in-
ner power. There is a counteraction to every 
attack.

• Masters are made not born.

• The shifting of a single pillar will shake all 
the beams, Attack the root of structure

• Best to bestow a single skill on a student 
than a thousand pieces of gold.

• Posses a single skill, and reap the benefi ts 
for a lifetime.

• Maintain your focus and you can bore 
through an army of ten thousand opponents.

• Boldness of execution stems from superb 
skill.

• In the area of learning, age makes no 
Difference, those who know will always be 
the teacher of others.

• Study and Inquiry are the path to knowl-
edge.

• One Mind, One Body, One Power.

• Those who work with their brain rule,     
Those who work with their brawn are ruled.

• Strike fi rst and prevail, Strike late and fail.



• In Drama skill depends on the Lips, in Mar-
tial arts skill depends on the footwork.

• There is always one thing to subdue anoth-
er, everything can be countered.

• Forced memorization is not as good as 
natural realization, this is an organic Martial 
awakening.

• Unity is Strength, - Structural Unity can turn 
dirt into Gold.

• If you chase after two rabbits, you’ll catch 
neither. Focus on one attacker at a time.

• Those who fail to secure more than one 
Escape deserve to die.

• A clever Animal has three burrows, A clever 
Martial artist has three forms of Back-up or 
three forms of escape.

• Heaven will reward the Diligent.

• When the time comes to apply knowledge, 
we always regret our lack thereof.

• A good quality of another may provide the 
remedy or solution for our own faults.

• You can’t gain knowledge without practice, 
Wisdom comes from experience. Fall behind 
in practice and your skills will fade.

• Sand is minute, but it will harm your Eyes.
(Any attack is an Attack.)

• Those who bully the weak are cowards 
before the strong.

• Man proposes, Heaven disposes.

• If you strike someone with your fi sts, 
Beware of a kick in return.

• Diligence is a priceless treasure, and 
Caution is a talisman for survival.

• If you don’t kill the Root the weed will 
return. 

• When a Nest is overturned all eggs are bro-
ken, When the Attacker’s balance is broken 
all potential attacks are overturned.

• Try anything in a desperate situation.

• Two Attacks are one, and one attack is none. 
For the highest probability of successful 
striking, deploy multiple attacks.

• The four Aims are: Shocking power, Sticky 
hands, releasing hands, and heavy power.

• Hum Hon  (Collapse & Swallow the chest).

• Bat Boi  (Hunch back).

• Chong JaoChong JaoChon (Tightly squeeze close the arm-
pits).

• An Dao Sao Dao  (The eyes and hands act 
together).

• Yao Kiu Kiu Cern Gor -
(If there is a bridge, then cross it.)

• Mo Kiu Kiu Ha Cheun -
(If there is no bridge, then make one.)

• Yao Kiu Kiu Soi Kiu -
(If there is a bridge, then Break it.)

• Yao Kiu Kiu Gop Kiu -
(If there is a bridge, then Trap it.)

• Lurn Sao Bot Gwai Choi Sao Juen -
(The hands don’t draw back to extend for-
ward.)



• Diew Tong - “Pull Up the Tail Bone”

• Dip Gwat - “Press Down the Ribs”

• Sow Kai Bui - “Round the Back”

• Hut Yee Sao - “Hands Like a Begger”

• Wa Tzai Ku - “Legs like a Frog”

• Ding Bot Ding - “Stance not like letter T”

• Bot Bo Bot - “Stance not like / \ character”

• Yat Fook Yee -  “One detains, traps two”

• Jahng Dai Lik - “Sink the Elbow Power”

• The Elbows should not be seen from the 
back.  The Elbows must ALWAYS point ALWAYS point ALWAYS
down.

• Hands don’t rise above the eyebrows or fall 
below the knees.

• Chin Gan Zwei - Lift a thousand pounds Chin Gan Zwei - Lift a thousand pounds Chin Gan Zwei
with one ounce.

• Gee Hon Hop Yit Da - Thought and action 
must be one.

• Chan Si Jing - Power must be like reeling 
silk - even and smooth, connected not bro-
ken from the heels to the hands

• Contact - Control - Strike
• Face Centerline & Jam Forward, Rooting & 
Attaching when Crossing The Bridge.

• Always remember - your centerline always 
faces the Attacker.

• Chu Sao Kwai Er Pan Jia Man - Practice 
speed with your hands, but change your pos-
tures slowly.

• Zhi Qiu Jing, Bu Qiu Duo - Strive to un-
derstand Principle and concepts clearly rath-
er than simply acquiring more techniques.

• Xue Quan Gong, Jizhi Renshi - Study 
your techniques regarding how to develop 
REAL Martial Power, and refrain from sim-
ply acquiring more techniques for a bulk of 
knowledge.

• Emphasize power, speed, accuracy, 
Balance, aggressiveness.

• The techniques are quickly chained.

• Seek to dominate straight from the outside 
top bridge contact reference.

• Seek to Turn & roll force from the inside 
bottom bridge contact reference.

• At fi rst contact the attacker must fall of 
their horse (Off balance).

• The fi rst Strike must make the attacker taste 
their spine. (Break the spine).

• Attack until the Fist is soaked Red. (Until it 
appears covered with a crimson glove.)

• Hide thorns for the enemy to fi nd.

• Sink the Elbow to regain control.

• Use Shearing force to steer the attacker.

• Use Drilling force to drive the attacker.



• Divide - (aka. Splitting, Chopping, Metal)Metal)Metal
In Southern Mantis this is the ability to divide the attacker’s power.
Expressed as the skill to divide the Attacker’s structure, mental focus, 
mobility, striking combinations, to name just a few. Shown here with the 
Icon of an Ax, within Mantis this is more accurately rendered as a Scissor, 
which embodies the details of Polarized power integrated and focused in 
angular attacking reference structure.

Innovations
• Vorticular discharge - (aka. Drilling, Water)Water)Water
Vorticular power is at the heart of both your ability to manifest abundant 
force and also your ability to disrupt and neutralize the attacker.
It is through the aspects of Vorticular power that you can off-balance and 
disrupt the attacker, facilitating the preeminent Mantis principle of Con-
tact, Control, & Strike until you see Red.

Innovations
• Straight Thrust - (aka. Crushing, Bursting, Wood)Wood)Wood
In combat, to maintain a dominate position from which to apply our 
power we must always go forward.  Although deceptively simple and ap-
parent, this principle allows the one applying it to control the diminishing 
amount of physical surface area you have to protect and control.
This window of opportunity to bring conclusion is narrow and requires 
unfl inching persistence to be perfected.

Innovations
• Explosive consumption - (aka. Pounding, Cannon, Fire)
In much the same way a Fire can burn out of control consuming itself, it 
should be the goal of a practitioner to force the attacker to do the same.
An Attacker who wastes movement, tactics, and emotional energy 
Assures his own defeat. Thus as in the Art of War, we feed off the Attacker 
and impoverish his resources to fortify our own.

Innovations

• Rooted Pivot - (aka. Crossing, Earth)
This principle not only expresses the aspects of applying Heavy ging to 
the attacker but also the skill of maintaining a soundly rooted position of 
power.  Through the stance and footwork training (Ma Gung) the forward 
lead leg must always be perpendicular to the ground and the lead leg 
knee must never recede or retract. 

Innovations

The Five Phase 
Polarized Transformations 
of  Martial Tactic and Structure



• Wa Tzai Ku - (aka. Legs like a Frog)
Through the practice of Ma Gung the legs are ever ready to spring for-
ward.  Coiled with kinetic power, their release propels the mantis practi-
tioner ahead to engage the opponent and defeat him.  
Due to the nature of this integrated stance structure, any feedback power 
from the attacker may be channeled into the ground for protection or back 
at the opponent.

Cheun
Drill • Coil

Jin
Scissor • Shear

Jeet
Saw • Slice

Kao
Hook • Pluck

Hut Yee Sao
Double Begging hands

X2

Wa Tzai Ku
Legs like a Frog

Sao Kai Boi
Round the Back

Ding Bot Ding
Not Peigion Toed

Bot Bo Bot
Not Splayed out

Tang Han
Swallow the Chest

Dieu Tong
Pull up Tail Bone

Tai Gong
Straight Up

Jahng Dai Lik
Elbow Drop Power

Hands @ Heart
Back to Back,

Heart to Heart,
If you don’t come,

I won’t start!

Attack!
If you Attack,
I Intercept &

Attack Continuously!Nei Bot Lai
You Don’t Advance!

Wo Bot Fot
I Don’t Attack!

Nei Yu Lai
You Start First!

Wo Shin Fot
I Strike & Finish You!

• Sao Kai Boi - (aka. Rounding the Back)
This very crucial detail of training unlocks the kinetic power interaction 
of the back and the scapula gate.  Within the Jik Bo form this action is 
practiced over and over, refi ning the interaction of spine, scapula, body 
rotation, and body drop, culminating in a kinetic spring mechanism that 
discharges tremendous inch power.
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• Ding Bot Ding - (aka. Feet not pigeon-toed in combat)
Never engage in combat with the feet pigeon-toed. The internal aduction Never engage in combat with the feet pigeon-toed. The internal aduction Never
power is too great and locks down mobility, rendering you vulnerable to 
attack. It is the attributes found within this stance method that one strives 
to take into actual combat, such as integrated structural root, projected 
angular displacement reference, folding compression of the waist and 
much more.
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• Bot Bo Bot - (aka. Feet not splayed out in combat)
Never engage in combat with the feet splayed apart. There is no internal Never engage in combat with the feet splayed apart. There is no internal Never
adduction power, no kinetic link between the knees.
In such a state the pelvis is disconnected and cannot provide backup 
structural support for attack or defense.  Knee support is weak and even 
your own movements when abrupt may cause you damage.
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• Tai Gong - (aka. Suspended head, back straight)
This provides the fundamental stability and rooted pivot points needed for 
combat.  Any structural fl aws found in this stage of training undermine ev-
ery other aspect of one’s practice.  The structural strengths cultivated here 
are then carried forward to stance work and the pivot points of bubbling 
well, heel and ball of the foot.
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• Dieu Tong - (aka. Pull/Roll up Pelvis, Elvis in your Pelvis)
Through the lifting and or rolling up of the pelvis the lower lumbar curve 
of the spine is diminished and transformed.   The back’s transformed struc-
ture from that of a S to a C becomes more like that of a Bow which is the 
simplest of nature’s kinetic springs.  When cultivated this structure permits 
the generation of incredible power as well as the ability to skillfully dissi-
pate the attacker’s power, acting as a pate the attacker’s power, acting as a pate the attacker’s power “iron vest” of protection.
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• Jahng Dai Lik - (aka. Elbow sinking power)
I have known many teachers who feel this principle is supremely special, 
even stating that a knowledge of it can make all of Heaven submit.
If we compare the arm to a segment of fi shing line and compare the el-
bow to the lead sinker on that line, the effect of gravity’s pull on the sinker 
becomes apparent.  It is the partnership of gravity and your intent to relax 
and sink with the elbow that unlocks truly wondrous applications.
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• Tang Han / Hum Hon - (aka. Swallow the chest)
This is the transfer action of rounding the back which intergrates the mus-
cular relationships of trapezius, pectoral, and clavicle muscles for combat.
Applying Tang Han also links the lower abdominal region with the pelvis, 
lifts and relaxes the diaphragm and belly, easing respiration in preparation 
for combat.
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• Hut Yee Sao - (aka. To Beg with two hands)
This is the fundamental combat posture and tactical position for all South-
ern Boxing.   The Hut yee sao posture is the encoded culmination of the 
following principles of: Double doors, Elbow sink power, Rounding the 
back, Four corners, the Six Ging powers, Pressing down the ribs, Scissor, 
Saw/Slice, Clamp, and the list goes on and on.  
The Hut yee sao posture also provides a ready guard that protects the ra-
dial arteries from attack by knife.
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• Penetration - (aka. Bridging, Closing distance, Entering)
Cantonese - Bik Ging Jik:  This principle embodies the importance of ap-
plying Jamming forward pressure when bridging with the Attacker.
Penetration ensures that fi rst and foremost the attacker will be put off bal-
ance. This allows greater ease in implementing Contact, control, and strike 
to fi nish the fi ght.

Innovations

• 2 Doors - (aka. 2 Gates, 2 Guardians)
Cantonese - Yee Moon:  This reinforces the need to keep both arms within 
the spacial territory of the right and left sides of the centerline.  
This is embodied in the posture of Hut yee sao (double begging hands), 
and maintains structural and tactical support ensuring back-up for all 
Mantis movements.

Innovations

• Back-Up - (aka. Emergency contingencies)
Cantonese - Gao Gup Ging Sao:  Within the spectrum of all techniques 
is the realization that in the event a technique fails there must be counter 
attack contingencies.  This area of study is beyond the scope of this book, 
however every detail of Bak Mei is designed to afford the highest level of 
back-up counter attack contingencies.

Innovations

• 4 Golden Corners - (aka. 4 Points, 4 Openings)
Cantonese - Say Gom Gwak:  This principle is broad, but on a fundamen-
tal level delineates the spacial boundaries of the Shoulders and Hips.  This 
area of study deals with the interaction of diagonal lines of Adduction 
force, as well as the application of shearing and scissoring lines of forces.
Again a very broad principle, it also relates to weapon carry zones that a 
practitioner should defend or be able to search on an attacker.

Innovations

• Pack Attack - (aka. Gang Attack, Dirge, The Widow makers)
The prospect of being confronted by Multiple attackers should never be 
forgotten.  In nature, many Predators hunt in Packs; the world of man is 
no exception. Moreover, it must always be assumed that Multiple attack-
ers are always armed. In every facet of your training and into your life, 
you must not neglect to take this into account. It could cost you your life.  
Abandon any training aspect that is counter to this principle.

Innovations



• Trapping - (aka. Sealing, Binding,)
Cantonese - Phon sao fot:  When looking at the trapping methods of any 
Kung fu method what is rarely presented is Trap abandonment.  More 
important than applying and implementing a trap is being able to aban-
don one.  When catching a Monkey in the wild, fruit is placed in a open 
mouthed jar buried 2 thirds in the ground.  A Monkey grasping fruit con-
tained in such a jar is immediately trapped due to the combined surface 
area of fruit covered by hand, this makes extracting the hand impossible.
This broader interpretation of Monkey steals peach is meant to highlight 
that no matter the Chi sao method one trains, it is fundamentally a learn-
ing laboratory for potential applications and must not limit your choices.

• Flow -
From the attributes of Timing, balance, rhythm, and speed, Flow is a factor 
infl uencing all.  Flow at its core is the ability to dovetail and mesh cor-
rectly with the attacker in a way that brings about his defeat.  
The ability to benefi t correctly from Flow is to train not to fi ght against 
the attacker’s force, but to stick to and divert, displace, and dissipate the 
attacker’s force.

• Compacting - (aka. Nesting)
This principle is the multi-layered, multi-faceted deployment of attacks 
and countermeasures within single movements.  This is a hallmark of all 
Southern Chinese boxing and highlights the importance of effi cient use of 
movements (economy of motion) and economy of energy use.
Tactically it is like receiving a mail bomb that contains 108 nuclear explo-
sives all hidden under the postage stamp.

• Checkmate -
Without fail in every fi ghting encounter one must defeat the attacker in as 
few moves as possible.  Going immediately from fi rst contact to conclu-
sion should be the goal, and anything you train that is counterproductive 
to this must be abandoned.

• Adhesion - (aka. Sticking, Joining)
Adhesion is not only the crucial glue that connects you to the attacker for 
the sake of neutralizing, it is also the vehicle that permits the transmission 
of force to destroy them.  Within training this stage is diffi cult to transition 
into real fi ghting because the jeopardy is real in a fi ght and an opponent 
will be far less likely to permit or present the opportunity for sticking, 
Western boxing is a prime example.

Innovations

Innovations

Innovations

Innovations

Innovations



• 3 Bows 7 Arrows -
Cantonese - Som Fan Kiu Chut Jin:  This is the interaction of the bodies 
three primary kinetic springs, Stance, Spine and Arms.  Their combined 
interaction discharges power to all the bodies anatomical weaponry.
When attacked their integration also acts as a defensive shield that chan-
nels force into the ground protecting the mantis practitioner.

Innovations

• Saw/Slice -    
Cantonese - Jeet:  This movement is the embodiment of what is known as 
Lin Sil Dai Dar, to defl ect & attack in one movement beat.  To apply Jeet 
is what sets Southern boxing apart  from most martial methods, but also 
on the same timing level as that of Western boxing.  Jeet also at it’s core 
is the application of sticking to the attacker, and cannot be extracted from 
mantis techniques.

Innovations

• Scissor/Shear -
Cantonese - Jin: Scissor like Jeet is the embodiment of what is known 
as Lin Sil Dai Dar, to defl ect & attack in one movement beat.  However 
scissor highlights the coordinated application of both of the arms and the 
Ging power each can express and discharge. This is a very broad principle 
allowing a Mantis player to defl ect great force and channel it back into the 
attackers skeletal frame and organs.

Innovations

• Vise/ Clamp - (aka. Pin, Hold)
Cantonese - Gum: Parallel but Parallel but P opposing lines of force that do intersect on 
the centerline would be like players or a clamp. This principle utilizes 3 
surfaces know as mouths that act as adhesive surfaces to trap the attacker.  
The Mouth allows the practitioner to seize, grasp, pin, and immobilize an 
attacker without the risk of grasping with the thumb.  
When attacked this helps to keep both arms free to continue to attack and 
restrain a weapon bearing arm.

Innovations

• Infi nite Loop - (aka. Returning, Cycling)
Cantonese - Wan:  At it’s heart this principle embodies energy conserva-
tion & tactical piggy back recycling.

Innovations



• Viking Holiday - (aka. Golden ticket to Valhalla)
When you are attacked, it is essential to become a Viking on Holiday ready 
to pillage and burn the enemy who has threatened your life or those you 
care for.   Metaphorically your Libation challahs should overfl ow with the 
bloody desire to slaughter, this is the level of almost Killer instinct necessary Killer instinct necessary Killer instinct
for survival, and real combat boils down to this one make or break detail.  
If you sovereign life is in danger, show no mercy in defending it.

• Your Training -
Looking at the scope of a lifetime of training one should from the begin-
ning even to the end ask daily the question WhyWhyW ?   
Why do I train this way?
Why do we practise this movement?  
What is the function and purpose of this Martial method?
It is your responsibility to constantly re-evaluate your martial progress and 
address anything that impairs that progress.

• Master Keys - (aka. The Devils details)
Within all Arts there lies a single training movement, principle, idea and 
or action that is the golden thread connecting and animating that art. 
In some arts this aspect is hidden, an example is the Nei Gong training 
in some martial systems, that without this detail fail to function at their 
highest level.  It is of utmost importance that an individual realize that the 
most important a pivotal details for Advanced training are contained in 
simple elemental basics. (Within a seed is hidden a universe, Jik Bo is the 
seed of Bak Mei.)

• Puzzle components -
Within all Southern boxing the elements of training forms & exercises, 2 
person sticking sets, weapons work and more all fi t together in an inte-
grated organic whole.  Much like puzzle pieces each facet of an Arts train-
ing is a part of another layer, in and of another layer and another layer at 
infi nitum.  All aspects culminate in the unifi ed physical and psychological 
expression of the art to it’s highest potential in the individual.

• Bamboo - (aka. Plyametric force, Kinetic resonance transmission)
When speaking of Bamboos martial properties “Spring is the Thing” most 
endearing about it’s structure.  Bamboo is the embodiment of durable fl exible 
power and should be the goal of cultivation in every detail of movement.
It is this quality that gives Jook Lum Mantis one of it’s unique fl avors of appli-
cation and tactical use.

Innovations

Innovations

Innovations

Innovations

Innovations



• Hit Trapping -
Cantonese - Phon Da:  This movement is the embodiment of what is 
known as Lin Sil Dai Dar, to defl ect & attack in one movement beat.  
To apply this is one of the Highest skills in boxing.

Innovations

• 3 Point contact - (aka. Bridging, Closing distance, Entering)
Cantonese - Som Mor Kiu Dim: The practitioner uses the surface area of 
both the Bridge (Kiu) and Stance (Ma) to triangulate the attackers posi-
tion, pressure and intent.  This aspect of training is fundamental to all Chi 
Sao and Bo Sim Sao movements.

Innovations

• Off Balancing -
Cantonese - Chor Hoi Ma: The very moment you touch the attacker their 
root and balance must be stolen.  To control the attacker is to control 
balance both yours and theirs, to do so undermines everything that they 
could do thus circumventing all possible attacks. 
This is the highest of skills.

Innovations

• Ricochet - (aka. Bounce, Recoil)
Cantonese - Trung Ping Ging: This is expressed in many principles, but is 
most accurately rendered as a way to recycle attacks borrowing the op-
ponents energy from their attacks surface area.  Deploying a strike so that 
it impacts and is potentially diverted to adjacent targets within the area 
surrounding the fi rst impact.

Innovations

• Rotation - (aka. Spin, ballistics, English in billiards)
All power regardless of it’s type or classifi cation begins with rotation phys-
ics, it is the master martial key.  Rotation also embodies the advance key 
of multidirectional vector forces which when applied is the primary way 
to effect the off balancing of the opponent.  This type of force fractures 
bone and damages tendon the best.

Innovations



• Cycled Attack - (aka. Blitzkrieg, Onslaught, Blasting)
Cantonese - Som Wan Da:  This principle embodies the importance of de-
ploying one attack after another that is discharged by the previous attack.
Machine gun style chain puches/strikes is another example of this prin-
ciple and may be applied with any anatomical weapon generaly deployed 
in a series of 3 strikes.

Innovations

• Bone Shield -
Bone shields encompass a level of indirect protection that utilizes the 
bone structure of the practitioner.  Derived from the Jin Sao & Hut yee sao 
postures Bone shield assist in protecting bleeding zones of the body with 
elbows, forearms and upper humerus bone segments

Innovations

• Thorns -
This represents a level of indirect striking that is employed when there is 
greater attack pressure from the opponent. The primary anatomical weap-
on used is the elbow, however anything may be used even Gao choi falls 
into this category of striking.

• Lightning -
Although this principle is most often know of within Indonesian Silat 
aspects of it can be found in many systems.  When engaging the opponent 
it is important that no matter how slight the contact that the attacker must 
be scared, bruised and marked by the encounter. Scorched by pain the 
opponents spirit is damaged and their Shen is weakened.

Innovations

Innovations

• Luck of the Draw - (Rubber Trump)
This principle expressed this way is from street fi ghting expressions of 52 
Jail house rock.  Just as in a card game you must always play off of the at-
tacks you are given, responding naturally with no anticipation of what you 
might wish or expect as the attack.  Always assume the attacker has trump 
moves to throw at you.

Innovations



• Cheun - (aka. Coil, Rotate, Turn, Spin, Spiral, Drill)
All power regardless of it’s type or classifi cation begins with rotation.
From Tornados, hurricanes, whirlpools, windmills or the advanced con-
cepts of differential electromagnetic torsion physics rotation is the master 
martial key.  Rotation also embodies the advance key of multidirectional 
vector forces which when applied “even poorly” is nearly impossible to 
counter. Cheun
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• Jin - (aka. Scissor)
Scissor mechanics represents parallel but opposing lines of force that do 
not internot internot sect on the centerline.  Parallel but opposing lines of force that Parallel but opposing lines of force that P do
intersect on the centerline would be like players or a clamp. 
Scissoring refers to the mechanical interactions of the arms and upper 
body expressing the strongest arch of power the human body can manifest 
within the motions of bilateral symmetry. Cheun
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• Jeet - (aka. Intercepting, Sawing, Slicing)
This movement is the embodiment of what is known as Lin Sil Dai Dar, to 
defl ect & attack in one movement beat.  To apply Jeet is what sets Mantis 
boxing apart  from most martial methods, but also on the same timing 
level as that of Western boxing.  Jeet also at it’s core is the application of 
sticking to the attacker.
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• Kao/Cao/Go/Ou - (aka. Hook, Pluck, Divert, Clear,)
At the core essence of  boxing is this action, it is often the fi rst movement 
taught, in some schools it embodies all the previously mentioned move-
ments and 18 others.
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Bak Mei - Ma Gung (Stance work)

Bak Mei - Bo Fot (Footwork)

18 to 24 Inches Appart

4 Corners Horse

Say Ping Ma

18 to 24 Inches Appart

3 Angles/Triangle Horse

Som Kwok Ma

Forward Thrust Step
Biu Ma

4 Corners Stationary Stance Pivot
Say Ping Seen Wai Ma

Plucking Step, Circle Step

Kao Bo / Heun Bo



One of the hallmarks of Southern Chinese 
gung fu is the Phoenix Eye Fist, called in Can-
tonese Feng An Choi or in Mandarin Feng An Choi or in Mandarin Feng An Choi Foeng 
Yung Chueh.  we will look at several facets of 
this compact and close-quarter striking meth-
od.  First let’s look at the fi st, which is formed 
by sequentially closing the fi ngers into a fi st 
begining with the little fi nger, on up to the 
middle, and then folding the index fi nger back 
upon the support of the thumb.  

The Phoenix Eye Fist affords the user several 
unique options in the choice of striking sur-
faces. (1) Striking with the frontal face of the 
index fi nger. (2) Striking with the back face of 
the index fi nger.  (3) Striking with the frontal 
face of the fi st.  (4) Striking with the nail or 
knuckle of the thumb. Gouging the eye is the 
easiest with the thumb, the strongest digit.
(5) The Whip punch surface known as Bien 
Choi and Pek Choi, a Hammer fi st strike, 
which falls under the umbrella of Gao Choi.
(6) The Back hand punch surface known as 
Gwa Choi and Bung Choi, which also falls 
under the umbrella of Gao Choi.

It is important to note that one should refrain It is important to note that one should refrain It is important
from striking with the very tip of the Phoenix 
Eye Fist.  Initially, this sounds unavoidable and 
incorrect, but striking with the tip of the fi st 
is very hard on the joint. Prior to the use of 
gloves in boxing, in the days of bare-knuckle 
matches, both fi ghters’ hands were usually 
broken (to a greater or lesser extent) by the 
second or third round.

It is important to strike with the bone support It is important to strike with the bone support It is important
inherent in the position of the knuckle fold 
because this affords the best structural sup-
port possible to the most fragile of the bones.  
Whether training with the aid of Dit Da medi-
cine or not, one should use care in all Martial 
practices.

This strike is not unique to Southern Mantis. 
Systems that also emphasize the 
Phoenix Eye Fist are: 

The Phoenix Eye Punch



• White Eyebrow (Bak Mei)
• Wing Chun (Praise Spring)Wing Chun (Praise Spring)Wing Chun (Praise Spring
• Hsing-I (Form & Intention)
• Bak Hok (White Crane)
• Okinawan Karate:• Uechi Ryu - Gojo Ryu 
- Wado Ryu - Isshin Ryu • Shurite - Nahate 
- Tomarite and some schools of American 
Kempo
These are the systems of which I am aware 
that use a type of  Phoenix Eye Fist.
Within the positions of Jet shu, as well as the 
various elbow-strike positions  (Ding Jang, Tai 
Jang, Bik Jang, Dim Jang Cheong Jang, etc.), 
the tendons and bone are conditioned so that 
the application of the Phoenix Eye punch can 
express the highest potential of Ging.
Another important element, which is rarely 
pointed out, is that these positions develop 
the awareness and use of the humerus bone-
lever.  Rather than initiating movement from 
the forearm which produces segmented power 
relying on brute force, the humerus bone, in 
conjunction with the body’s mass (Mantis 3rd 
Power),  provides structural support for arm 
movements.

A training method that is invaluable in de-
veloping the Phoenix Eye punch is Tin Look 
Gwan (Iron Pole Rolling), also called Iron Bar 
Rubbing.  Simply fi nd a hollow metal pole or 
bar--one that is not excessively heavy, but has 
heft.  

Place the pole on the top of your forearms 
with them in the palm-up position, (keeping 
the pole on or near the bend in the arm) and 
slowly raise the arms while rotating the palms 
down smoothly keeping the forearms as paral-
lel to the ground as possible. 

When the pole has been rolled the length of 
the bridge arm from elbow to wrist (keeping 
the arms stretched out not going higher than 
the shoulders) then relax the arm sinking the 
elbows fi rst, causing the pole to return to it’s 
starting position at the bend of the arm and 
then repeat several times.

Make sure when rolling the pole to keep your 
movement smooth and Relaxed, slowly mak-
ing transitions between positions on the arm 
(keeping the pole on or near the bend in the 
arm then rolling to the wrists), striving to feel 
the surface and circumference of a single 
sphere or two smaller ones. To construct a 
Roller bar simply purchase at your local hard-
ware store a length of metal pipe 2 to 3 feet 
long, fi ll with BB’s, small stones or pennys, 
cap at the ends and practise, practise, practise.

Striking paper or a piece of cardboard is by far 
the safest and naturally the cheapest method 
for training to be accurate with the Phoenix 
Eye strike. Apply various confi gurations of dots 
to the paper/cardboard and practice striking 
without disturbing or tearing the whole target, 
striving to pierce with a small point.  An excel-
lent and equally affordable target is a shower 
curtain.

The eye of the phoenix is a quick strike with 
knuckle of the index fi nger. This is an ex-
tremely effective technique when applied to 
pressure points and delicate areas of the body 
such as the throat, temple, and armpits also on 
sensitive exposed area such as the ribs, solar 
plexus and kidneys.  This strike is so effective 
because all the momentum and power of the 
strike is focused in a small area of a single 



knuckle for deep penetration in comparison 
to larger areas such as the palm, fi st or back of 
the hand.  This technique is similar to that of 
driving a nail into a piece of wood, whereas 
hitting the wood with just the hammer just 
does not have the same effect. Both are de-
livered with the same amount of power and 
momentum, however, only the nail penetrates 
the board. 

In the same manner the Eye of the Phoenix is 
devastating, as the power of the blow is driven 
further into the target area. The concept of 
focusing power and energy into a strike is not 
only limited to the phoenix eye, at higher lev-
els the practitioners may produce such results 
with the palm, fi st and other parts of the body 
used for striking.

If an injury does occur, immediately apply ice 
or Dit Da medicine.   When looking at a 
system that trains the Phoenix Eye strike or any 
strike that resembles it in form and function, 
one should watch for the following points.

First — The syllabus of system forms should 
not execute the punch from a chambered hip 
position.  To do so compromises the structural 
integrity of the punch. Chambered hip deploy-
ment makes 
targeting with the punch very, very diffi cult 
and adds excessive time to the punch.

Second — The syllabus of system forms should 
keep the bridge arms in front of the body with 
the elbows down, being stabilized by gravity 
(through relaxed trapezius and deltoid mus-
cles)  and manifest what the Chinese call Jang 
Dai Lik (Elbow sinking power).  The punch 
should fi rst be executed from a distance of 
no longer than 12 inches (from start to fi nish)
and then over time cover a shorter and 
shorter distance to the target, training 
down to an inch or less.
Third — The system’s punch should NOT be 

executed in conjunction with long or wide 
bridging steps, simply because this is a close-
quarter strike and is meant to be used with 
footwork that makes adjustments within inch-
es of the attacker.

It is advisable not to strike a heavy bag, with 
a Phoenix eye fi st or to do so on a Wooden 
Dummy for obvious reasons. Training with 
the Phoenix Eye fi st adds a powerful element 
to close-quarter self-defence that does take 
time to cultivate, but is well worth the effort, 
regardless of what system or branch an indi-
vidual studies.

Bak Mei uses a wide spectrum of anatomical 
striking weapons such as the Backfi st, Ham-
merfi st, a thumb knuckle strike called an Ox 
jaw fi st, several elbow strikes, the shoulder 
(Bok Jahng), Hip & Knee(Suht) not to mention 
kicks (Gerk).  When striking with the palm the 
resulting wrist fl exion may be utilized to stike 
with devastating effectivness.  This may be ap-
plied within the Say Ban Ging Da striking up, 
down, left & right.



Other Specialized strikes of the Hand

• Gim Jee: (Sword fi ngers strike)
This strike focuses on applying a reinforced fi nger jab extrap-
olated from the classic sword grip of the Chinese Gim.
This strike at times is also used to grasp and attack the throat 
and jugular of an attackers neck region combining double fi n-
ger with the thumb in a pincer fashion.

• Pao Dim Jee: (Leopard paw strike)
This strike builds upon the use of the knuckle edge of the fi n-
gers to focus power when striking.  The Leopards paw struc-
tural support comes from using all four fi ngers folded to point 
the knuckles. Basic actions are straight striking, scrapping, 
slapping, twisting and racking. 

• Jik Jeung: (Straight palm strike)
This strike in most schools of boxing is considered the 
Strongest and safest to apply.  The focal point can be the 
center (Lao Gong), heal of palm or the edge where the Pisces 
form bone structure is which is the strongest structural con-
tact point of the palm. 

• Fu Jao: (Tiger claw strike)
This strike encompasses a wide yet universal range of appli-
cation and expression.  Featuring Clawing, Gouging, Racking, 
Grasping, Seizing, Poking and Slapping as tactical applica-
tions.



The White-Eyebrow Shaolin System
by the Late Sifu Wong Yeu-Quang, Ph.D.

The White-eyebrow Shaolin system is also 
known as Bai-mei, Bok-mei, Bak-mei, and 
Pak-mei. White-eyebrow is the common refer-
ent of the other names; they are synonyms. 
They are spelled differently depending on 
which dialects of the Chinese language are 
adopted. For example, Bai-mei is spelled in 
accordance with the pinyin system of Manda-
rin, the national language of China; while oth-
ers, in accordance with the different dialects 
of south China.

Chang Lai-chuen (1889-1964) was the modern 
founder of the White-eyebrow system. Both 
his disciple Ng Nam-king and his youngest 
son Chang Beng-fat had taught me until they 
died, and I have practiced the White-eyebrow 
system of Chinese martial arts for almost 40 
years. Ng Nam-king authorized me to teach 
in 1972 while I was teaching at the University 
of Singapore; Chang Beng-fat permitted me to 
propagate this system to the United States stu-
dents in 1977. For years Ng was elected head 
of the White-eyebrow system in Hong Kong 
while Chang Beng-fat and his older brother, 
Beng-lum held the Permanent Supervisor 
Positions. In 1973, I was appointed to be the 
system’s offi cial representative to Singapore. 
In short, I have been part of the mainstream of 
White-eyebrow system for some forty years.

In recent years I have seen many oversimpli-
fi cations, misrepresentations and confusions 
concerning White-eyebrow’s origin, value 
framework, methods of training, and applica-
tions. As an attempt to correct some major 
misrepresentations of our system, and to pres-
ent a simple understanding of what we do, I 
will give a broad outline of White-eyebrow as 
a modern Shaolin system.

History
White-eyebrow developed from Chan Bud-
dhism some 300 years ago. According to 
legend, the senior of the Five Shaolin Elders 
was Bai-mei. He was so called on account 
of his silver eyebrows. He taught Chan monk 
Kwong-wei. Kwong-wei taught Chan monk 
Jok Fah-yuen who in turn taught monk Lien-
sang and Chang Lai-chuen.

The word Jok, as in Jok Fah-yuen, has been 
most misunderstood. It has been used as 
one of the two family names of Buddhists in 
China. It refers to the ancient name of India: 
Tien-chu and Chuen-tu. Jok is the shortened 
form of Tien-chu and Chuen-tu on account of 
Chu and Tu as used in the Chinese language 
of the Han and Tang periods (202BC-907AD). 
It reminded all Buddhists that Buddha came 
from India. Another common surname for the 
Buddhists is Sak. It is the shortened version of 
Sakyamuni, the name of Buddha, founder of 
Buddhism. For example, the Shaolin monks 
have Sak as their generic family name; in their 
given names, the second word indicates their 
generation in the genealogical chart, and the 
third word is the given name (for instance, Sak 



Su-i).  Shaolin as used in martial arts circles 
refers to its origin at the Buddhist spiritual 
site in one of the highest mountains of China, 
called Song, in the province of Henan. It was 
fi rst built in 495 AD. In 527 AD, an Indian 
monk named Boddhidarma came to settle 
down in this monastery, preaching Chan [Zen 
in Japanese] Buddhism. 

He was given credit for two developments: the 
beginnings of Chinese Chan Buddhism and 
Shaolin martial arts. As the fountainhead, the 
Shaolin Temple is one of the most important 
places on earth. The residents and elders are 
Chan monks who produce disciples in Chan 
Buddhism. There are also Taoist temples on 
Song mountain who produce Taoist priests. 
The monks do not produce priests and vice-
versa because these are different faiths with 
separate doctrines. In Chinese, there are three 
different characters referring to three differ-
ent spiritual sites: Chih refers to the temple for 
Buddhist monks and nuns, kuan to the Taoist 
temple, and mu to the temple for cultural hero 
like Confucius, Lord Kuan, and for other dei-
ties such as gods of household or kitchen. The 
principal icons or objects or worship in the 
Buddhist temples are Buddha in his various 
forms, and his disciples. The Taoist temples 
present Lao Tzu and his two other transformed 
spiritual bodies. 

Their costumes are different: the laymen of 
religions should fi nd the monks and nuns 
baldheaded with burned marks on their head; 
the Taoists keep their hair. Their spiritual goals 
are different: the nirvana [total void] is the 
ultimate destination for the Buddhists’ spiritual 
path. The ideal spiritual world for the religious 
Taoists resembles a similar hierarchy for all 
the spiritual beings who are ruled over by one 
Supreme Lord after they have purifi ed their 
human elements and ascended to the spiritual 
pure land.

In the area of martial arts, I emphasize the 
training differences at the elementary level 
between the Shaolin and Taoist approaches. 
The Shaolin approaches are marked by four 
concepts: escape, strike, hopping, and control. 
In the Taoist approaches it is the conquest of 
softness over stiffness, and stillness over ex-
cessive actions. Having presented the visible 
important differences between the Buddhists 
and the Taoists, I hope the readers fi nd it dif-
fi cult to accept our system founder of White-
eyebrow as a Taoist priest.

As a footnote to the history of White-eyebrow 
Shaolin, I would like to mention one interest-
ing point. Before Chang’s family moved to 
Kowloon, Hong Kong, in 1959, Chang taught 
this system as a form of Emei Shaolin because 
his teacher, monk Fah-yuen, came from Si-
chen province of China where Emei moun-
tain was the center of Buddhism and Shaolin 
kung-fu. He named his 18 schools as sites of 
Li-chuan Kuo Shu. This name means sites of 
national martial arts for the commendable ef-
fort in preserving life. The name sounds close 
to his given name (Lai-chuen). In this way, he 
identifi ed himself with his school and revealed 
the starting point of Chinese Shaolin training 
in the strong sense of survival, which is shared 
by all members of the animal kingdom. Igno-
rant of this chapter of modern White-eyebrow 
history, some writers present White-eyebrow 
(Emei Shaolin before 1959) as one Taoist ele-
ment of their system. After reading the relevant 
facts here, I hope they will be more accurate 
in future accounts of our system.

To summarize: White-eyebrow had its origin 
in the Shaolin Temple of Chan Buddhism. In 
its lineage up to Chang’s death, it did not em-
brace any trace of Taoism. In its mainstream 
development since Chang, we have not been 
able to document any trace of Taoism.



Framework of Values
As adepts of Chan Buddhism, Shaolin monks 
have been concerned with building a healthy 
framework of values in their disciples. A few 
important elements of values are: calmness 
in the face of life and death, right direction of 
mind and conduct, avoidance of evil thought 
and conduct, compassion for all living crea-
tures, courage, honesty, self-discipline, self-
respect and honor in steering away from evil 
temptations or their inclinations. White-eye-
brow Shaolin requires practitioners to guide 
their conduct in reference to Buddhist ethics 
without adhering to its religious rituals. In 
short, the selected disciples of White-eyebrow 
should stick to a simple moral life of compas-
sion. They are advised to back off from an 
insignifi cant fi ght.

[1]  However, for the reasonable survival of 
themselves and other human beings worthy 
of their effort, they are encouraged to commit 
themselves without reservation to apply their 
training.[2]  The rule for recruiting students is 
that they have a good moral character. If they 
cannot meet this requirement, they will not be 
taught. From this value requirement, the term 
forbidden art is derived.

It is in this framework of values that White-
eyebrow practitioners develop their mental 
and physical fi tness and ability for self-control 
and, by implication, their strong commitment 
to maintaining social justice.

Training
Selected students of White-eyebrow kung fu 
follow a prescribed training program. Chang 
Lai-chuen had embraced three different Shao-
lin programs, namely, Master Sek’s Shaolin, 
Master Lee’s Shaolin and Master Lum’s Shaolin 
(the Dragon style) before he acquired White-
eyebrow’s training. 

According to Ng Nam-king, his teacher Chang 
Lai-chuen, in honor of his early roots selected 
one of the best sets or patterns from each of 
the three sources and made them part of the 
program he designed for his students of the 
fi fth generation. This set of three patterns we 
identify as the external sets.

In contrast, the internal sets are ones he 
learned from monk Fah-yuen. The internal sets 
are also called White-eyebrow proper and White-eyebrow proper and White-eyebrow proper
include the following sequence: Straight For-
ward [Chik Bo Bui Tze Kuen], Nine Step Push 
[Gau Bo Tui Kuen], Mor-kiu [Sup Bart Mor 
Kiu Kuen], Tiger from the Woods [Mount Foo 
Chui Lum Kuen] and Five Elements.[3]  The 
last was the most guarded set.

As far as I know, there are only two survivors 
of the fi fth generation who actually received 
it from Chang Lai-chuen: his son Beng-lum 
and disciple Chen Dor of New York. Both are 
in their seventies. The external sets are: Cross 
[Sap Gee Kau Da Kuen], Sam Mun [Man] and 
Dragon [Ying Jow Nim Kuen]. Weapons are 
considered the extension of bare-hand/open-
hand training.

After students have succeeded in mastering 
all the internal and external sets, they should 
exhibit a unifi ed body supported by their inner 
structural tensions. In White-eyebrow terms, 
they show indication of their six powers[4] 
simultaneously at work. After reaching this 
stage of competence, they will be taught the 
guarded Shaolin meditations/internal breath-
ing methods to enhance their mental readiness 
for the ultimate development of the power of 
tremor, a unique feature of high level White-
eyebrow training. This type of energy has been 
neglected by the majority of our practitioners 
since Chang Lai-chuen’s death. However, this 
kind of power still exists in our system.



For various reasons, few White-eyebrow stu-
dents have completed Chang Lai-chuen’s pre-
scribed program. One of the factors was that 
the majority were given access only to Straight 
Forward and Nine Step Push of the internal 
set, but not much beyond. Only a very small 
number of his students learned up to the Mor-
kiu and beyond. 

But they were given much greater access to 
the external sets. Therefore, after Chang’s 
death, we have found many partial White-
eyebrow programs available to the public. For 
instance, Nine Step Push is offered as the fi rst 
of the advanced Bak-mei sets by a Wing-chun 
instructor. In fact, Straight Forward should be 
the fi rst of its kind.

I hope with this basic information one can 
assess how closely a White-eyebrow school’s 
training program comes to the authentic 
source, namely, the whole White-eyebrow 
Shaolin system handed down through Chang 
Lai-chuen, his three sons (Beng-lum, Beng-
sum and Beng-fat) and a tiny number of dis-
ciples such as Ng Nam-king and Chen Dor.) 
I call the recipients of Chang Lai-chuen’s 
complete prescribed program the mainstream 
practitioners. 

This is not to say that students of the partial 
program are not good fi ghters, but compared 
to mainstream practitioners, they lack certain 
refi nements - like the sudden surge of the 
power of tremor, when needed. However, ex-
amples such as Yu-kung Man [School of Soft-
ness] have evolved from White-eyebrow and 
proved respectable in martial arts circles.

[1]  “At the edge of raising my striking hand, I 
back off and let the hostile person think he has 
won.  I do so not because I am not capable 
of winning, but so in abiding by my teacher’s 
instruction in forgiveness.”

[2]  The four important things for students’ 
success are: fi rst, 
fi nd a good teacher; 
second, practice hard; 
third, readiness for a fi ght; 
fourth, full commitment/absence of kindness.

[3]  Ng’s curriculum, as well as Chang Beng-
fat’s and Beng-sum’s, offered the fi ve-elements 
as the token of completion of their programs.  
But Chang Beng-lum’s does not list it.
They are: 
(1) the head, 
(2) the neck, 
(3) frontal part of body emphasizing the chest 
and abdomen, 
(4) the back and spine, 
(5) two hands, 
(6) two legs.  They are connected up with 
clenching the teeth.



Southern Chinese 
Gung Fu Glossary

Bak gek — sparring

Bai ying — losing body struc-
ture or loss of balance

Bai ying chi sau — irregular 
structure sticky hands

Bai ying jing ngau gurk — to 
regain lost balance by con-
trolling with a front instep 
kick.

Bai Ying ngoi au gurk — to 
regain lost balance by con-
trolling with an inside instep 
kick.

Bat sin choi chi sau — 8 im-
mortal table sticky hands for 
demonstrations

Bau ja geng — whipping or 
explode energy

Bau ja lik — explode power

Bik bo — jamming stance in 
the knive form

Bik ma — chasing stance 
with the pole

Bo lay ying — glass tech-
nique

Bok — shoulder

Bong an chi sau — blindfold-
ed sticky hands

Bong gurk — outer shin bock 

with the knee turned outward

Bong sao — wing arm block 
contacting on the wrist area

Biu jee — shooting fi ngers

Biu jee Ma  — 
outward circling stance

Biu gwan or bue kwan 
— shooting or thrusting with 
the pole

Biu jong sau — centerline 
thrusting block or strike with 
the thumb side up,
contacting on the thumb side 
of the wrist

Biu ma — shooting forward 
stance with the pole

Bue sau — shooting fi ngers 
block, contacting on the little 
fi nger side of the wrist

Chaam — to sink, one of the 
principles of the 

Chaam geng — sinking 
power to duck away from 
attacks

Chaan bo — go forward and 
jam stance in the knive form

Chaan do — a upper slash 
or chop with the butterfl y 
knives

Chaan jeong — to “push 
out” with the palm; an upper 
gate palm strike that drills 
out with the palm

Chaap kuen — low punch

Chai gurk — any kick that 
stamps down; also a scrap-
ing kick contacting with the 
blade edge of the foot

Chai sut — to stomp down-
ward with the knee

Chair kuen — pulling punch; 
the Wing Chun basic rota-
tional punch

Chan dai jeorng or dai chan 
jeorng also juk jeong — to 
“cut in”; a low knife edge 
palm strike, contacting with 
the little fi nger side and with 
the palm up

Chan gang — neck chop 
with the little fi nger side of 
the palm down or palm up

Chan jeong — “knife edge” 
palm strike contacting with 
the little fi nger side of the 
palm

Cheen chor ma or jing chor 
ma — forward bracing stance

Chi — 1) internal energy 2) 
sticking

Chi dan gurk — single sticky 
legs exercise

Chi do — sticky knives

Chi gok chi sau or ji gok chi 
sau — light sticky hands



Chi geng — sticking energy

Chi gung — internal energy 
exercises

Chi gurk — sticky legs exer-
cise

Chi gwan or chi kwan — 
sticky pole exercise

Chi sau — sticky hands exer-
cises; there are many types of 
chi sau

Chi sau chi gurk — sticky 
hands and legs exercise

Chi seurng gurk or chi gurk 
— double sticky legs exercise

Chi sun — body sticking

Choi geng — taking over 
power

Choeng kui jeong — long 
bridge palm that drills as the 
stance turns, contacting with 
the little fi nger side of the 
palm; from the Bue Gee form

Choeng kiu lik — long bridge 
power

Chong jou si gan — creating 
timing

Chor ma — “sitting” horse 
stance, the basic turning 
stance

Chor do — stomping with 
the knife handle

Chou gurk — snapping front 
kick

Choung chi — aggressive 
energy

Choung geng — forward, ag-
gressive power

Chour kuen or chour tau 
kuen — hammerfi st

Chui meen joi ying — follow 
the structure; straight on fac-
ing and chasing

Chui ying — facing straight-
on structure; facing the 
shadow

Chum bo — cat sinking 
stance in the knife form

Chum jong — sinking elbow 
bock; immovable elbow line

Chum sun — to evade by 
sinking the body, ducking

Chun geng — short thrusting 
power

Chun geng kuen — one inch 
punch, a short punch

Chuun lop — moving stance-
work between the poles in 
the mui fa jong

Chung kiu lik — long bridge 
power

Chung kuen — straight 
punch

Churng wai — stealing the 
line

Churng wai chi sau — steal-
ing the line or regaining the 
line in chi sau

Da— a strike or hit

Da m’jong — 5 elbows exer-
cise
tai jong — raising elbow
gwai jong — diagonal down-
ward elbow
wang jong — outward hori-
zontal elbow
pai jong — inward horizontal 
elbow
sau jong — retracting or rear 
elbow

Daai geng — directing en-
ergy

Dai — low or lower level 
attack

Dai bong sau or dai pong sau 
— low level wing arm block

Dai chan jeong — low knife 
edge palm strike

Dai gurk — low kick

Dai au gurk — low round-
house

Dai jing gurk — low front 
kick

Dai wang gurk — low side 
kick

Dai jeong or haa jeong 



— low level spade thrust 
palm strike

Dan chi sau — single sticky 
hands exercise

Dan tien — the center of 
energy in the body located 
about two inches below the 
navel in center of the trunk

Dang gurk — nailing kick

Dang gwan or dang kwan 
— snapping straight down 
with the pole

Day har au gurk — round-
house kick on the fl oor

Day har chi gurk — sticky 
legs on the fl oor

Day har jing gurk — front 
kick on the fl oor

Day har wang gurk — side 
kick on the fl oor

Day ton bok gek — ground 
fi ghting

Deng or tai gurk — raising 
kick

Dim gwan or dim kwan 
—stabbing pole

Dim ma — stamping in the 
pole stance to give more 
energy

Ding sau — bent wrist block 
or strike contacting with the 
wrist area

Dit da — injuries such as 
bruises, sprains and strains

Dit da jau or dit da jow 
— herbal liniment for bruis-
es, sprains, and strains

Doi gok gurk — low diago-
nal leg block or strike

Doi gok kuen or wang kuen 
— diagonal punch from out-
side across the centerline

Dok gurk Siu Lim Tau — sin-
gle leg form of Siu Lim Ta

Do — butterfl y knives

Do bo — moving stances 
with the knives

Duun geng — short inches 
power

Faan dan chi sau — bounc-
ing sticky hands

Faan sau — continuous lop 
sau basic attack to break 
through the opponent’s struc-
ture

Faan kuen — circling punch 
either inside or outside

Hoi faan kuen — outside 
whip punch

Ngoi faan kuen — inside 
whip punch

Faan kuen or faan sau 
— continuous attacking with 

controlling while alternating 
punches as in pak faan sau,

bue faan sau and lop faan 
sau

Faan sun — to regain the 
body position

Faan sun jing gurk — to re-
gain the body position with a 
front kick

Fak do — upward defl ecting 
block with the knives

Fak sau — upward defl ecting 
block swinging the forearm 
down and up, contacting 
with the little fi nger side

of the wrist

Fat do — right power in tech-
niques

Faun au gurk or fong ngau 
gurk — reverse roundhouse

Fay jong — fl ying elbows

Fong sau sin wai — blocking 
line

Fok family — a family of 
techniques which use the 
palm

Fok gurk — a downward leg 
block or strike contacting 
with the muscle next to the 
shin bone

Fok sau — a palm controlling 
block with the elbow down



Fok sut — an inward knee 
block or strike

Fong sau sin wai — blocking 
line

Fung ngan kuen or fung an 
kuen — phoenix eye punch 
with the index knuckle for-
ward

Fuun do — an outward or 
sidewards slash with the but-
terfl y knives

Fuun sau — an outward or 
sidewards horizontal chop

Ga chok — bouncing tech-
nique off of an opponent’s 
structure

Gan jip geng — indirect 
power

Gaan da— simultaneous low 
sweeping block with a punch

Gaan gurk — 3 leg blocking 
exercise with the following 
blocks:

Dai jing gurk — low front 
kick blocking with the calf 
muscle

bong gurk — shin block

jut gurk — snapping block

Gaan jaam — simultaneous 
low sweeping block with a 
forearm defl ecting block or 
chop

Gaan jaam do — simultane-
ous low sweeping bock and 
upper defl ecting block with 
the butterfl y knives

Gaan sau — a low sweeping 
block. There are two kinds of 
gaan sau

hoi gaan sau — an outward 
low sweeping block

ngoi gaan sau — an inward 
low sweeping block

Gaan sau — 5 blocking mo-
tions

ngoi gaan sau — inside low 
sweeping block

tan sau — fl at palm-up block 
contacting on the thumb side 
of the wrist

hoi gaan sau — outside low 
sweeping block

jaam sau — forearm defl ect-
ing block

wu sau — guard hand block

Gee — fi ngers

Gee gok chi sau or ji or chi 
gok chi sau — light sticky 
hands

Gee gok geng or gum gok 
geng — feeling power

Geng or ging — energy; the 
8 types of Wing Chun energy 

are:
1. bau ja geng — explode 
power
2. chi geng — sticking power
3. keng geng — listening 
power
4. juun geng — drilling 
power
5. jek jip geng — direct pow-
ergan jip geng — indirect 
power
6. yaan geng or daai geng 
— guiding power
7. lin jip geng — connecting 
power
8. choung geng — aggressive 
power

Gin kuen — moving side 
punch for pole exercise

Goiu ying — adjusting the 
body structure

Goot do — cutting knife at-
tack

Goot gwan — cutting down 
with the pole

Gor dan chi sau — attacks in 
single sticky hands

Gor lop sau — attacks in lop 
sau

Gor sau or guo sau — attacks 
in sticky hands

Gour yung — guts or deter-
mination and self-confi dence 
to win

Gu deng chi sau — sitting 
sticky hands



Gum gok geng , gee gok 
geng or ji gok geng — feeling 
energy

Gum jeong — low palm 
edge strike

Gum sau — downward palm 
block or strike with the el-
bow turned outward

Gum ying — body feeling

Gung gek sin wai — attack-
ing line

Gung lik chi sau — heavy 
sticky hands to develop 
power

Gurk — leg or kick The 8 
positions of the kick are
1. jing gurk —strike with the 
top of the heel just below the 
arch
2. wang gurk — strike with 
the outside of the heel on the 
little toe  side
3. soo gurk — strike with the 
inside of the arch
4. yaai sut gurk — strike with 
the middle of the heel down-
ward
5. tiu gurk — strike with the 
instep with the toes pointed
6. jut gurk — strike with the 
lower calf and achilles ten-
don
7. tai sut — strike with the 
top or side of the knee with 
the leg bent
8. chai gurk — strike down-
ward with the knife edge of 
the foot

Gurk jong — 8 kicks to the 
mok jong or dummy

Gurng gee kuen — ginger fi st 
punch

Gwai jong — a circular 
downward elbow block or 
strike contacting with the 
forearm

Gwai sut — a downward 
knee block contacting with 
the side of the knee or shin

Gwan or kwan — pole

Gwang geng — steel-bar 
power

Gwat ji fat lik — bone-joint 
power

Gwat gwan or sut gwan 
— opening up or blocking 
the inside or outside lower 
gate with the pole

Gwat sau — a circular con-
trolling technique that carries 
the subject across the center-
line to open an attacking line

Haa or chaap kuen — low 
punch

Haa jeong or dai jeong 
— low palm strike with the 
side of the palm

Haan — economic motion

Haan kiu — walking on the 
bridge or forearm

Haan kiu chi sau — walking 
on the bridge chi sau

Haan sau — a long bridge 
block contacting with the 
little fi nger side of the wrist

Hau chor ma — backward 
bracing stance

Hau huen joon ma or hau 
huen or hau joon —- a turn-
ing stance that is executed by 
stepping forward

then turning 180 degrees to 
face the opposite direction

Hau jeong — a palm strike 
with the back of the palm

Hay jong or tai jong — rais-
ing elbow strike or block

Hay sau or tai sau or ding 
sau — a raising bent wrist 
block or strike contacting on 
the little fi nger side of the 
wrist

Hay sut or tai sut — raising 
knee block or strike contact-
ing with the top or side of the 
knee

Hoi or oi —outside

Hoi bok — outside shoulder

Hoi faan kuen — outside 
whip punch

Hoi hurn — outside facing 
stance



Hoi jeorng or hau jerong 
— back palm strike or block

Hoi jung sin — outside line

Hoi kwan sau — outside roll-
ing hands block

Hoi ma — to open the horse 
stance

Hoi moon chi sau or hoi 
mun chi sau — outside gate 
(position) chi sau

Hoi moon kuen or hoi mun 
kuen — outside gate diago-
nal punch

Hoi sik — opening position

Hoiu — emptiness, one of 
the major principles of Siu 
Lim Tau

Hoiu bo — empty step or cat 
stance in the pole form

Hoiu ying — empty shadow

Huen da — simultaneous 
circling with one hand and 
striking with the other

Huen fok sau — circling one 
hand into the fok sau posi-
tion

Huen gurk — any circle kick

huen jing gurk — circling 
front kick

huen wang gurk — circling 

side kick

huen tiu gurk — circling 
instep kick

Huen ma — circling stance 
in the pole form

Huen sau — circling, con-
trolling hand

Huiu ma — cat stance in the 
pole form

Hung jai — control of power

Hung jai chi sau — control-
ling sticky hands motion to 
block the opponent

Hung jai geng — controlling 
energy

Jam jong — stance for chi 
gung

Jaam do — a forward defl ect-
ing block with the butterfl y 
knives

Jaam sau — a forearm de-
fl ecting block contacting 
with the little fi nger side of 
the forearm

hoi jaam sau — outside wu 
sau

ngoi jaam sau— inside jaam 
sau

Jau ma or jou ma — combin-
ing moving footwork

Jau mui fa jong — stance-

work on the plum blossom

Jau sau — changing lines in 
attacks, going from one line 
to another

Jau wai — moving stances 
while changing from one line 
to another

Jau wai chi sau or ngou sau 
— moving sticky hands while 
changing lines

Jau wai yaai sut — moving 
stances to attack with the 
knees

Jek jip geng — direct power

Jeong — palm strike or chop; 
the 8 palm strikes are
1. jing jeong — front vertical 
palm
2. choen kui jeong — long 
bridge palm
3. hau jeong — back palm
4. dai jeong — low side palm
5. pau jeong — downward 
vertical palm strike
6. gum sau — diagonally 
downward palm strike
7. chan jeong — knife edge 
palm strike to upper body 
and head with  palm up
8. wang jeong — side of 
palm strike to upper body 
and head with palm  down

Ji gok chi sau, gee or chi gok 
chi sau — light sticky hands

Ji yau bak gek — free spar-
ring



Jing — front or center

Jing — quietness; one of the 
major principles of the Siu 
Lim Tau form

Jing bok — front shoulder

Jing chor ma or cheen chor 
ma — forward bracing stance

Jing dok lop ma or jing gurk 
dok lop ma — front single 
leg stance

Jing gurk — front kick

Jing jeorng — straight vertical 
palm strike

Jing jung — any strike on the 
center

Jing ma or yee gee kim yeung 
ma — front developmental 
stance; it is not a stance to 
fi ght from

Jing meen — facing to the 
front

Jing ngour gurk — toe up 
hooking kick or control

Jing sun — Wing Chun front-
on body structure

Jin kuen — punches from the 
pole horse stance

Jit gurk — stopping a kick 
with a kick

Jip sau — “controlling the 
bridge”; an arm break

Joi geng — chasing power

Joi yin — following the 
shadow

Joi yin chi sau — following 
the shadow in chi sau; a type 
of chasing chi sau

Joi yin jong — folowing the 
shadow on the fl oor

Jon geng or juun geng — 
drilling power

Jong — elbow

Jong dai lik — elbow power 
produced from practicing the 
punch

Jong gek — elbow pushing 
from behind

Jong sau — 1) a centerline 
block or strike contacting 
with the thumb side of the 
wrist

2) the general name for the 
Wing Chun fi ghting position

Joong-lo — mid-level

Joong-lo kuen — mid-section 
drilling punch

Juen ma — turning and cir-
cling stance with the pole

Juk dok lop ma or wang dok 
lop ma — side single leg 
stance

Jung sin — centerline or cen-
terline plane

ngoi jung sin — inside line

hoi jung sin — outside line

Jung sum sin — vertical 
motherline

Juun geng — drilling power

Jut — snapping motion

Jut da — simultaneous snap-
ping control with one hand 
and striking with the other

Jut do — snapping the knives 
sideways

Jut geng — snapping power

Jut gurk — snapping kick or 
block

Jut sau — snapping block 
contacting with the thumb 
side of the wrist

Kau sau or kow sau — hook-
ing palm control

Keng geng — listening power

Kit gwan or kit kwan — 
opening up or blocking the 
inside, upper gate with the 
pole

Kuen — fi st or punch

8 families of Wing Chun 
punches are
1. chair kuen — pulling verti-



cal punch
2. chaap kuen — low punch
3. ngoi faan kuen — inside 
whip punch
4. hoi faan kuen — outside 
whip punch
5. doi gok kuen — diagonal 
punch
6. chour kuen — hammerfi st
7. joong-lo kuen — drilling 
punch
8. tai kuen — raising punch

Kuen siu kuen — punch to 
punch exercise

Kuen to — any hand form

Kiu — bridge or forearm

Kiu li — distance to the 
bridge

Kiu sau — arm bridge

Kum la — joint locking tech-
niques

Kum la chi sau — joint lock-
ing techniques applied in chi 
sau

Kwak sau — double spread-
ing huen sau

Kwan or gwan — pole

Kwan — rolling

Kwan do — rolling knives

Kwan ma — pole stance

Kwan sau — rolling hands 
block

La ma — the stable, rooting 
stance in the pole form

Lan gwan or lan kwan — 
horizontal long bridge pole

Lan gurk — horizontal leg 
block contacting with the 
shin bone

Lan sau — horizontal arm 
block contacting with fore-
arm and sometimes palm

Lau do — twisting the knives 
inward to block and strike

Lay wai chi sau — leaving 
the gap sticky hands

Lik — muscular strength

Lik do — the correct power

Lin jip geng — connecting 
power or energy

Lin siu dai da — economy of 
motion

Lin wan kuen — continuous 
chain punching

Ling gung jau — muscle lini-
ment

Lin wai gurk — fl owing kicks

Look sau or luk sau or gung 
lik chi sau — heavy sticky 
hands

Lop — grabbing or control-
ling with the palm

Lop da — simultanteous 
controlling and striking ; also 
refers to a partner exercise

Lop chan jeong — simulta-
neous palm controlling and 
heel palm strike

Lop fok — grabbing from fok 
sau position

Lop sau — grabbing hand 
control; also refers to a part-
ner exercise

Lop sau chi sau — lop sau in 
sticky hands

Lou gwan or low gwan — the 
half point pole technique; a 
short thrust

Luk dim bune gwan or luk 
dim boon gwan — six and 
half point pole form

Lut sau — attacking without 
initial contact with the oppo-
nent’s bridge; it begins with 
fi ghting position

Lut sau chi sau — attacking 
from man sau position and 
immediately going into sticky 
hands

Ma — stance

Ma bo — moving stances

Ma bo chi sau — moving 
sticky hands

Ma bo lop sau — moving lop 



sau

Mai jong — the correct el-
bow position with the elbow 
inward on the elbow line

Mai jong — closing the gap

Man — “to ask”

Man gurk — asking legs 
where the fi rst motion sets up 
the second attack

Man sau — asking hands 
where the fi rst motions sets 
up the second attack

Man sau chi sau — asking 
hand within sticky hands

Mo kiu chi sau — walking on 
the bridge sticky hands

Mo see — traditional lion 
dance

Mok lik — eye power with 
emotion

Mok jong or Mok yan jong 
— wooden dummy also the 
name for the wooden dum-
my form

Moon or mun — gate or door

say-i moon — dead gate 
which is closed

soung moon — live gate 
which is open

Mui fa jong — plum blossom 
posts 

Ng Mui — the Buddhist Siu 
Lum nun who founded Wing 
Chun

Ng’an geng or ng’on geng— 
elastic power

Ngoi — inside

Ngoi bok — inside shoulder

Ngoi faan kuen — inside 
whip punch

Ngoi geng — internal power

Ngoi gung — internal chi 
exercises for fi ghting applica-
tions

Ngoi hurn — inside facing 
stance

Ngoi jung sin — inside line

Ngoi kwan sau — inside roll-
ing hands

Ngoi moon kuen — inside 
gate diagonal punch

Ngoi moon chi sau — inside 
gate (position) chi sau

Ngoi ngau gurk — inside leg 
hook

Ng’on geng or ng’an geng 
— elastic power

Ngou sau — pushing and 
drilling while moving in chi 
sau

Oi or hoi — an alternative 
spelling for “outside”

Pai jong — horizontal inward 
elbow strike

Pak da — simultaneous push-
ing palm block and punch

Pak do — catching knives 
block

Pak gurk — inside kick with 
the sole of the foot with the 
knee bent

Pak sau — pushing palm 
block or strike

Pak sut — inward knee block 
or strike

Pau jeong — fl at palm strike 
with the fi ngers pointing 
down. This is applied to the 
lower body

Pau sau — lifting palm block

Ping haan geng — balancing 
or equalizing power

Ping sun — side turning body 
structure or position; this is 
not a Wing Chun position

Por jung — all techniques 
that control and “break” the 
centerline

Por si gan — breaking timing

Po bai or po pai — double 
butterfl y palm strike



Poon sau — regular sticky hand 
motion

Pun doon — determination in a 
fi ght

Sa bau — the wall bag

Sam gung ma or sip ma — 3 
angle stance

San sau — slow attack exercise

San sau chi sau — slow attacks 
in sticky hands

Sat gwan — opening the lower 
gate to inside or outside with the 
pole

Say bo — retreat and step back 
stance to defl ect in the knife 
form

Say ping ma — low horse stance 
for pole

Say-i kuen — shooting punch

Say-i moon — dead gate

Sau — hand or arm

Sau gwan — retreating the pole

Sau jong — retracting elbow 
strike or block

Sau sik or sau sic — closing posi-
tion in the forms

Sau wuun geng — equalizing the 
point and power; wrist power

Seng yum geng — sound power 

to emotionally trap an opponent

Seung — double or advancing

Seung bok — shoulder attacks

Seung chi sau — double sticky 
hands exercise

Seung dai bong — double low 
forearm block

Seung heun sau — double cir-
cling block

Seung jut sau — double snap-
ping block

Seung kuen — double punch

Seung ma — front advancing 
stance

Seung pau sau — double upward 
palm block

Seung yan chi sau — double 
sticky hands with three people

Seung yan dan chi sau — single 
sticky hands with three people

Seung yan jou wai chi sau — 
moving sticky hands with three 
people

Seung yan lop sau — lop sau 
with three people

Seung yan man sau — man sau 
with three people

Seung tan sau — double palm up 
block

Si Bok — your teacher’s Si-Hing

Si Dai — a male classmate who 
joined a school after you

Si Fu — your teacher can be 
either male or female

Si Gung — your teacher’s teacher

Si Hing — a male classmate who 
joined the school before you

Si Jay - a female classmate who 
joined the school before you

Si Jo — an ancestor within the 
system

Si ma — defl ecting stance that 
braces the pole

Si Mo — your teacher’s wife

Si Sook or si suk — your teach-
er’s classmates who started after 
him

Sin — line

jung sin — centerline

ngoi jung sin — inside line

hoi jung sin — outside line

gung gek sin wai — attacking 
line

fong sau sin wai — blocking line

jung sum sin — vertical mother-
line
wang jung sin — horizontal 
motherline



Sing geng— raising power to 
destroy the opponent’s struc-
ture

Sip ma or sam gung ma — 3 
angle stance

Siu geng — dissolving power

Siu Lim Tau — “small idea 
form” the fi rst wing chun 
form

Soang jong or wang jong 
— outward horizontal elbow

Soo gurk — sweeping kick

Soor jung — sinking elbow 
down to control the center-
line so the opponent cannot 
move you

Sor sau chi sau — trapping 
sticky hands

Soung moon — live gate

Sum gwang — 3 joints in the 
arm equivalent to the 3 gates 
to pass

Sun ying — body structure

Sup ji sau or sup gee sau 
— crossed arm block in all 
hand forms

Sut — knee

Taan gwan — snapping the 
pole sideways

Tai — raising

Tai gurk — raising kick

Tai gwan — raising pole

Tai jong or hay jong — rais-
ing elbow

Tai kuen — raising punch

Tai or dang sut — raising 
knee block or attack

Tak gurk — low instep kick

Tan da — simultaneous palm 
up block and punch

Tan da gaan da — simultan-
teous blocking and attacking 
exercise

Tan do — locking knife block

Tan geng —”swallowing” or 
sucking power to duck or 
control attacks

Tan gurk — forward and up-
ward leg block

Tan ma — drawing back 
stance from horse or cat in 
the pole

Tan sau — palm up block 
contacting on the thumb side 
of the wrist

Tan sut — outward knee 
block or attack

Tang geng — a rubber- band 
like power

Teut sau or tuit sau — freeing 
arm block

Tit kiu sau — iron bridge

Tik gwan — opening the up-
per gate with the pole

Tiu do — snapping up knife

Tiu gwan or tiu kwan — 
snapping up pole

Tiu or tio gurk — jumping 
kick

Tiu gurk — instep kick

To gwan or to kwan — going 
forward with the pole

Toi dit — take downs

Toi dit chi sau — takedowns 
in chi sau

Toi ma — step back and turn 
stance

Tok sau or pau sau — lifting 
palm block

Tong do — slicing knife at-
tack

Tor chi si gan — delayed tim-
ing

Tor ma — step slide stance

Tou geng— power that “spits 
out” or bounces the oppo-
nent away

Tou ma — advancing forward 
stance in the pole

Tui ma — jumping stance



Tun gwan or tun kwan — re-
tracting pole

Tung ma — retreating jump-
ing stance in the pole form

Wai ji — a good position

Wan bo — crossing step 
stance in the knife form

Wan do — circling knife at-
tack

Wan ma — step and circle 
into other stances in the pole

Wang or wan — side

Wang gurk — side kick

Wang gurk dok lop ma 
— side kick single leg stance

Wang jeong — side of palm 
strike with the palm down

Wang jong or pai jong — in-
side horizontal elbow

Wang jung sin — horizontal 
motherline

Won or huen gwan /kwan 
— following circle with the 
pole

Woot ma — fl exible pole 
stance

Wu do — a strike with the 
knife hand guard

Wu gurk — blade edge of the 

foot block or strike

Wu sau — guard hand block 
contacting with the little fi n-
ger side of the wrist

Wu yi sun - to return the 
body to a normal position

Wu yi ying — to regain the 
body structure

Wu yi ying bong sau — to re-
gain the body structure with 
bong sau

Wu yi ying gum sau — to re-
gain the body structure with 
gum sau

Wun geng, ngon geng, jut 
geng — jerking power

Yaai — to attack stepping 
down

Yaai hau gurk — to attack by 
stepping down on the oppo-
nent’s rear leg

Yaai sut — to attack down 
with the knee

Yaan geng or daai geng 
— guiding power

Yang — everything that is 
strong, light, active male, etc.

Yang chi — the energy you 
inhale from air; oxygen

Yap jung lou — closing the 
gap

Yau — to relax; an essential 
principle of the Siu Lim Tau 
form

Yee gee kim yeung ma —the 
mother of all stances; the 
stationary front stance for 
developing all stances which 
means two knees going in 
stance

Yee ma — transitions be-
tween the stances in the pole

Yee ying bo sau — using 
your structure to recover your 
position

Yin and yang — a pair of 
opposites that constantly 
change. All things have both 
yin and yang and all things 
change

Yin chi — energy you exhale 
or carbon dioxide

Ying — structure

Yon geng — elastic power

Yuen geng — patience en-
ergy also the ability to make 
the opponent move they way 
you want

Yut ge chon kuen or doi kou 
kuen — vertical punch


